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RESUMO 

DESENVOLVIMENTO DE TÉCNICAS DE CLASSIFICAÇÃO SUPERVISIONADA 

PARA DADOS QUÍMICOS MULTIVARIADOS 

 

Esta dissertação consiste de um aporte teórico sobre a construção de técnicas de classificação 

supervisionada para aplicações em dados químicos multivariados. Para isso, técnicas 

quimiométricas baseadas em análise discriminante quadrática (QDA) e máquinas de vetores 

suporte (SVM) foram construídas em conjunto com análise de componentes principais (PCA), 

algoritmo de projeções sucessivas (SPA) e algoritmo genético (GA) para classificação 

supervisionada utilizando redução de dados e seleção de variáveis. Essas técnicas foram 

empregadas na análise de dados de primeira ordem, constituídos de espectros na região do 

infravermelho médio com transformada de Fourier e reflectância total atenuada (ATR-FTIR); 

espectros de massas obtidos por cromatografia líquida com um detector por tempo de vôo 

(LC/TOF); e espectros de massas obtidos por desorção/ionização por laser de superfície 

acoplado a um detector por tempo de vôo (SELDI-TOF). Os dados de ATR-FTIR foram 

utilizados para diferenciar duas classes de fungos do gênero Cryptococcus, enquanto que os 

dados de espectrometria de massas foram utilizados para identificar câncer de ovário e de 

próstata em soro sanguíneo. Além disso, novas técnicas de análise discriminante 

bidimensionais utilizando análise de componentes principais com análise discriminante linear 

(2D-PCA-LDA), análise discriminante quadrática (2D-PCA-QDA) e máquinas de vetores 

suporte (2D-PCA-SVM) foram desenvolvidas para aplicações em dados químicos de segunda 

ordem compostos por matrizes de excitação-emissão (EEM) por fluorescência molecular em 

amostras simuladas e reais. Os resultados obtidos mostraram que as técnicas desenvolvidas 

tiveram alto desempenho classificatório tanto para os dados de primeira quanto de segunda 

ordem, com taxas de acerto, sensibilidade e especificidade atingindo valores entre 90 a 100%. 

Além disso, as técnicas bidimensionais desenvolvidas tiveram, no geral, desempenho superior 

do que os métodos tradicionais de classificação multivariada utilizando dados desdobrados, o 

que mostra seu potencial para outras futuras aplicações analíticas. 

 

Palavras-chave: Quimiometria. Classificação Supervisionada. Análise Multivariada.  
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ABSTRACT 

DEVELOPMENT OF SUPERVISED CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES FOR 

MULTIVARIATE CHEMICAL DATA 

This dissertation is composed by a theoretical contribution about the development of supervised 

classification techniques for application using multivariate chemical data. For this, 

chemometric techniques based on quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) and support vector 

machines (SVM) were built combined with principal component analysis (PCA), successive 

projections algorithm (SPA) and genetic algorithm (GA) for supervised classification using 

data reduction and feature selection. These techniques were employed in analyzing first-order 

data, composed by attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-

FTIR) and mass spectra obtained from liquid chromatography time of flight (LC/TOF) and 

surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization time of flight (SELDI/TOF). ATR-FTIR data 

were used to differentiate two classes of fungus of Cryptococcus gene, whereas the mass spectra 

data was used to identify ovarian and prostate cancer in blood serum. In addition, new two-

dimensional discriminant analysis techniques based on principal component analysis linear 

discriminant analysis (2D-PCA-LDA), quadratic discriminant analysis (2D-PCA-QDA) and 

support vectors machine (2D-PCA-SVM) were developed for applications in second-order 

chemical data composed by excitation-emission matrices (EEM) molecular fluorescence of 

simulated and real samples. The results show that the developed techniques had better 

classification performance for both first and second-order data, with classification rates, 

sensitivity and specificity reaching values between 90 to 100%. Also, the developed two-

dimensional techniques had overall performance superior than traditional multivariate 

classification methods using unfolded data, showing its potential to other future analytical 

applications. 

Keywords: Chemometrics. Supervised Classification. Multivariate Analysis. 
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CHAPTER 1 – GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1.1 Chemical data 

 
 

Chemical data can be divided into an order according to its structure. It can be of zero, 

1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, or higher orders. Zero-order data represents the most classical type of chemical 

measurements, in which a unique variable is assigned as a value to a sample. Some known 

examples of zero-order data are pH measurements, an absorbance at a fixed wavelength, a mass 

measured in a balance, among others. 

 Despite being very practical and easy to interpret, zero-order data are very limited by 

the nature of the whole sample analysed; where interference may contribute to the signal of the 

component of interest and mask its true value. To solve this problem, analytical chemistry has 

developed during the last century instrumental techniques capable of acquiring a range of values 

for a single sample. This type of data is called multivariate data. 

 Multivariate data can be represented by a vector of numbers (first-order data), by a 

matrix of numbers (second-order data), by a three-dimensional tensor of numbers (third-order 

data), and so on. The most used types of multivariate chemical data are of 1st, 2nd and 3rd orders. 

An illustrative example of these types of data is shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Illustrative example of multivariate chemical data. Source: author, 2017. 
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First-order data are the most common type of multivariate chemical data and include, 

for example, ultraviolet-visible, infrared and mass spectra. Second-order data are less common, 

but has been increasing used in the last years.1 Examples of second-order data are excitation-

emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence spectroscopy, liquid chromatography matrices, 

monochromatic images, among others.1 Third-order data is currently the less common among 

these types, but it can be found in multispectral and hyperspectral imaging, for example. In this 

dissertation, only the first and second-order data were approached. 

 

1.1.2 Multivariate classification 

 To analyse these types of data, a new field has been developed inside the multivariate 

analysis context, being called chemometrics. Chemometrics “the science of relating 

measurements made on a chemical system or process to the state of the system via application 

of mathematical or statistical methods”.2 

Multivariate analysis includes calibration and classification techniques, and should be 

used when there is overlapping bands in the signal; unknown interference; poor signal-to-noise 

(S/N) ratio; non linearity in absolute variables (e.g., wavelengths); or other adverse effects of 

the reactional medium.3 For first-order data analysis, the spectra are organised in form of a 

matrix, where each row corresponds to a sample’ spectrum; and for the analysis of second-order 

data, each sample matrix is organized one below the other in order to form a three-dimensional 

element, similar to stacking up paper sheets.4 

 Multivariate calibration techniques should be used when there are several discrete 

values as reference labels among the samples; and it is mainly used to estimate concentration 

values in quantitative analysis. For qualitative analysis, when there are few category labels 

among the samples, multivariate classification techniques should be employed.  

Multivariate classification is divided into two types: unsupervised and supervised 
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learning.5 In unsupervised learning, the computer is trained to detect a pattern based on the 

samples’ own information, without any category input. Unsupervised classification is 

extremely useful to seek preliminary discrimination patterns and clustering. Usually this is 

performed by using cluster analysis or principal component analysis.5 

Cluster analysis (CA) includes a group of techniques used to seek patterns and create a 

visual representation of multivariate data, enabling the analyst to easily identify trends, 

formation of classes and the relationships between them.5 CA is subdivided into two main 

groups of algorithms: hierarchical and partitioning algorithms.6  Hierarchical algorithms work 

in either an agglomerative or divisive way, where for the first each observation is set as an 

isolated class, then the algorithm advances to join these classes until all observation forms a 

single large group; and for the last, the algorithm initially sets a single large group containing 

all observation, then the algorithm advances dividing the observations until each one is 

represented by a single class.6 

The most used agglomerative algorithms is the Agglomerative Nesting (AGNES), 

which is based on dissimilarities of distances calculated between the samples, such as using 

Euclidian, Manhattan, Mahalanobis, among other distances calculations;7 and the hierarchical 

cluster analysis (HCA), where dendrograms are created representing clusters according to 

certain distance metric and linkage rule,5 usually the Euclidian distance and Ward’s method,8 

respectively. Among the divisive hierarchical algorithms, one of the most used is the Divisive 

Analysis Clustering (DIANA),9 in which the algorithm begins by calculating the similarity 

matrix between all possible grouping pairs from the big class containing all observations. Then, 

a new group is made by dividing the grouping pairs with less similarity and so on until a single 

class per observation is obtained. 

 In the partitioning algorithms, differently from the hierarchical ones, the user has to 

insert the number of classes that must be formed as an extra input variable. Among the 
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portioning algorithms, some of the most known are the K-Means and Partitioning Around 

Medoids (PAM). K-Means makes a partition of the original data set into K groupings with 

larger dissimilarity between themselves and maximizing the similarity between the 

observations of the same group. For this, K-Means calculates the mean of each grouping with 

larger dissimilarity and address the samples more similar to these centroids as being of such 

classes.10 The PAM algorithm is very similar to the K-Means, however using medoids instead 

centroids; therefore the centre of each grouping is the sample that has minimum average 

dissimilarity between all objects in the clusters.11 With this, the algorithm can be more robust 

since extremely low or high values will not affect these centres, thus being more representative 

since it reflects the most probably class behaviour. 

 The main disadvantage of cluster analysis is that this technique is not capable of feature 

selection, that means it is not possible to know which original variable is more related to the 

classification ability.5 On the other hand, principal component analysis (PCA) is a method 

capable of both provide a classification pattern among the samples and to perform feature 

selection.5 For this, PCA reduces the data into a few number of principal components (PCs) 

accounting for most of the original data variance. These variables are orthogonal to each other 

and they have the percentage of explained variance distributed in a decreasing order, so the 1st 

PC accounts to the highest explained variance, followed by the 2nd PC, 3rd PC and so on. The 

PCs are composed of scores and loadings, which are used to identify similarities/dissimilarities 

among the samples and to evaluate the weight that each variable contributes for the PCA model, 

respectively.12 Figure 2 illustrates the PCA decomposition in a graphical sense. 
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 Figure 2. Graphical representation of PCA decomposition; where X is the spectral matrix 

having size of n rows (samples) by m columns (e.g., wavenumbers), T is the scores matrix 

having size of n rows by A columns (number of principals components), P is the loadings matrix 

having size of m rows by A columns, T superscript is the transpose operation, and E is the 

residual matrix having size of n rows by m columns. Source: author, 2017. 

 

 
 

An example illustrating how PCA scores and loadings can be analysed is shown in 

Figure 3. In this figure, the scores on PC1 versus PC2 are plotted in a bi-dimensional graph 

(Figure 3a) and the PCA loadings on PC1 are plotted against the chemical variables 

(wavenumbers) (Figure 3b). The demonstrative chemical specie 1 (■) and 2 (▲) can be clearly 

differentiated in Figure 3a; where specie 1 has negative scores on PC1 and positive scores on 

PC2, and specie 2 has positive scores on PC1 and negative scores on PC2. Therefore, both PC1 

and PC2 are capable of discriminating these classes.  

 The loadings depicted in Figure 3b represent the coefficients related to each 

wavenumber responsible for the classification pattern observed on the scores on PC1. In other 

words, they show the most important variables for discriminate species 1 and 2. In this case, 

the wavenumbers at 1100 cm-1, 1370 cm-1 and 1590 cm-1 have the largest coefficients; therefore, 

they are the most important variables for differentiating these two classes.  
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Figure 3. (a) Illustrative example of PCA scores, where (■) represents class 1, (▲) represents 

class 2, and the dashed ellipse represents a 95% confidence interval. (b) Illustrative example of 

PCA loadings. Source: author, 2017. 

 

 
 

Another key advantage of PCA, is its ability of data reduction. Using PCA it is possible 

to reduce a large data set of thousands of variables into a few PCs representing the majority of 

the original information in just a few seconds. This procedure can be made before the 

application of supervised classification techniques to speed up computational analysis, provide 

feature information and to reduce the data into a structure with less variables than samples, 

which is essential for least squares solutions. The PCA scores are then utilized in supervised 

learning. 

 In supervised machine learning, the computer is “taught” how to recognize a 

discriminant pattern.13 This is made by dividing the data into three sets: training, validation and 

test (or prediction). The training set is used to build the mathematical model responsible for 

identifying the chemical patterns in the data set; the validation set is employed to optimize the 

performance of the model built; and the test set is applied to evaluate the final performance of 

the model. The samples of the test set are external to the model (unknown samples) and its 

classification reflects the capability of the model to discriminate samples without having any 
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model built using the training samples and properly validated, it can be saved into a computer 

and used as many times as necessary to analyse new unknown samples. This increases the 

analytical frequency significantly, since no optimization procedure is necessary. Figure 4 

illustrates the supervised machine learning workflow by diagrams. 

Figure 4. Supervised machine learning workflow. Source: author, 2017. 

 

 

The most known supervised classification techniques are the K nearest neighbour 

(KNN), artificial neural networks (ANN), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), quadratic 

discriminant analysis (QDA) and support vector machines (SVM). KNN is a method that 

classifies the data based on the distance from each of the samples in the training set using the 

K nearest samples, and the classification of an unknown sample is based on the group that has 

the most members amongst its neighbours.10 ANN is a more sophisticated algorithm based on 

neuron interconnections, being inspired by how the human brain works. Typically, the ANNs 

are based on a series of nodes that connects to each other in different depth layers. The 

contributions for all nodes are multiplied by constants and added before a non-linear 

transformation within the node.10 

LDA is one of the most common algorithms used in supervised classification of first-

order spectral data, whereas QDA is little used probably due to the lack of written algorithms 

for it. Both LDA and QDA calculate the discriminant function between two classes according 
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to (1) a Mahalanobis distance metric; (2) a covariance term, which in LDA is the pooled 

covariance matrix and in QDA is the individual variance-covariance matrix of each class; and 

(3) a prior probability term.14,15 

However, despite LDA shows good classificatory results in some cases, due to the high 

variability of some complex matrices its performance may be affected by different variance 

structures among the clusters being analysed. This occurs because LDA use some 

approximations, since the classes are considered to have similar covariance matrices and 

distribution probabilities.15 When the data structure does not follow such assumptions, the LDA 

model can be highly affected and non-linear discriminant techniques should be applied. QDA 

is a good option to deal with classes having different variance structures, since it computes the 

variance-covariance matrix of each class individually to make the classification rule.14,15 The 

boundary functions for LDA and QDA are shown in Equations 1 and 2, respectively. 

𝑓LDA(𝑥1, 𝑥2) = 𝑘 + 𝑙1𝑥1 + 𝑙2𝑥2         (1) 

𝑓QDA(𝑥1, 𝑥2) = 𝑘 + 𝑙1𝑥1 + 𝑙2𝑥2 + 𝑞1𝑥1
2 + (𝑞1 + 𝑞2)𝑥1𝑥2 + 𝑞2𝑥2

2     (2) 

where 𝑘 is a constant; 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 are the linear coefficients between the observations (𝑥) of class 

1 and 2, respectively; and 𝑞1 and 𝑞2 are the quadratic coefficients between the observations of 

class 1 and 2, respectively. Figure 5 illustrates the LDA and QDA boundary functions calculated 

using equations 1 and 2 applied to classify two different data sets.  
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Figure 5. Example of LDA and QDA boundary functions to discriminate two data classes: (●) 

class 1 and (●) class 2. Source: author, 2017. 

 

 

As well as QDA, another non-linear classification technique is SVM.16 SVM is defined 

by the IUPAC as a “method of supervised classification in which decision boundaries 

(hyperplanes) are determined that maximise the separation of data in different classes”.17 In 

other words, SVMs are binary classifiers that work by finding a classification hyperplane in a 

high-dimensional space which separates two classes or objects providing the largest margin of 

separation.18 This makes its performance superior to linear-dependent classification methods, 

such as LDA.18 The SVM kernel function is responsible for transforming the data into a 

different feature space (linear, quadratic, polynomial, among others) changing its classification 

ability.15 This provides an extra power to the SVM algorithm compared to discriminant 

analysis. Figure 6 illustrates the SVM classification. 
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Figure 6. Illustrative example of SVM to classify two data sets: (●) class 1 and (●) class 2. 

Circled green = support vectors. Source: author, 2017. 

 

 
 

In Figure 6, firstly the input space (same as LDA and QDA) is transformed into a feature 

space by using a non-linear kernel function. Then, the samples on the margins of separation of 

each class are used for final classification. These samples are called support vectors. 

However, SVM calculations tend to be very time consuming. To speed up 

computational analysis, SVM can be associated with data reduction, such as PCA, or variable 

selection methods. Very known methods of variable selection are the successive projections 

algorithm (SPA)19 and genetic algorithm (GA).20 Both methods reduces the original data to a 

small set of variables having the largest influence in the classification model. SPA reduces the 

data by minimizing its collinearity,19 whereas GA reduces the data following the Darwinian 

theory in a computational sense, where strings of bits representing the original variables are 

reduced according an evolutionary process.20 As advantages, both techniques maintains the 

original variable space (e.g., wavelengths) differently from PCA, for instance. The main 

disadvantage of SPA is related to the high computational cost, whereas GA has a non-

deterministic nature which difficult optimization. 
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1.1.3 Classification of second-order data 

 There are few classification algorithms for second-order data when compared to first 

order data.21 The most utilized ways to deal with second-order data is to use unfolding 

procedures or algorithms that reduces the data dimensionality, such as parallel factor analysis 

(PARAFAC).22 By doing this, the three-way structure of a sample set array is transformed into 

a matrix, similar to a first-order application, and first-order classification algorithms are 

employed. 

 In 2005, Li et al.23 proposed the use of two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis 

(2D-LDA) as a new two-dimensional algorithm for image feature selection applied in face 

image processing. This algorithm used the image matrix to compute the between-class scatter 

matrix and the within-class scatter matrix to be employed in Fisher linear discriminant analysis. 

As an advantage, it achieved high recognition accuracy and low computation cost.17 Recently, 

Silva et al.1 utilized the 2D-LDA algorithm to classify three-way chemical data. They obtained 

very satisfactory results classifying simulated and real EEM data sets using this algorithm in 

comparison with PARAFAC-LDA, Tucker3-LDA, unfolded partial least squares discriminant 

analysis (U-PLS-DA), and a distance-based procedure with no feature extraction.1 This was the 

first time that this type of algorithm was applied to three-way chemical data and served as 

background for my expansion of this algorithm using a two-dimensional principal component 

analysis reduction followed by a two-dimensional version of linear discriminant analysis (2D-

PCA-LDA), quadratic discriminant analysis (2D-PCA-QDA) and support vector machines 

(2D-PCA-SVM). 

 

1.1.4 Justification 

 There are several types of applications involving multivariate chemical data; however 

one of the most difficult is related to analysing biological matrices, due to their high complexity. 
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In addition, identification of chemical patterns in biological samples has fundamental 

importance in analytical chemistry, since it corresponds to an important area of technological 

innovation and has elevated social impact. As an example, pattern identification in this type of 

sample can support the development of fastest and less invasive methods for disease screening 

and diagnosis, composing a science branch that has grown significantly in the last years.24,25 

The popularization of spectrometric techniques to analyse biological samples is a 

primary consequence of advancements in analytical instrumentation allied to computational 

technology. For the following decades is expected that biospectrometry becomes a common 

tool in clinical laboratory, being even utilized in routine procedures.24,25 However, one of the 

main challenges to deal with this type of application is data processing.24 

In this sense, this dissertation explored the use of entirely rewritten classification 

techniques using principal component analysis with quadratic discriminant analysis (PCA-

QDA) and support vector machines (PCA-SVM); successive projections algorithm with 

support vector machines (SPA-SVM); and genetic algorithm with quadratic discriminant 

analysis (GA-QDA) and support vector machines (GA-SVM) for some biospectrometric 

applications. In addition, a new version of PCA-LDA, PCA-QDA and PCA-SVM algorithms 

for second-order data (named 2D-PCA-LDA, 2D-PCA-QDA and 2D-PCA-SVM, respectively) 

were developed and their performance were compared to unfolding procedures in analysing 

molecular fluorescence data sets. 
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1.2 OBJECTIVES 

 

1.2.1 General 

 To develop multivariate classification algorithms based on feature selection and 

supervised classification to treat first-order data. To develop two-dimensional multivariate 

classification algorithms to treat second-order data in different chemical applications. 

 

1.2.1 Specific 

 To write the algorithm of principal component analysis with quadratic discriminant 

analysis (PCA-QDA) and support vector machines (PCA-SVM). 

 To write the algorithm of successive projections algorithm with support vector machines 

(SPA-SVM). 

 To write the algorithm of genetic algorithm with support vector machines (GA-SVM). 

 To write the two-dimensional version of PCA-LDA (2D-PCA-LDA), PCA-QDA (2D-

PCA-QDA), and PCA-SVM (2D-PCA-SVM). 

 To apply these algorithms in real data sets of biological interest and compare their 

classification performances with algorithms based on LDA; and unfolding procedures 

in case of second-order data. 

 To identify variables correspondent to possible fragments of biomarkers related to 

chemical changes in the sample studied. 

 To statistically validate the results obtained following the quality parameters of 

accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, among others. 
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1.3 DISSERTATION LAYOUT 

This dissertation is arranged as follows: 

 Chapter 1 

This chapter introduced the main concepts approached during the dissertation and the 

motivation behind the development of these algorithms.  

 Chapter 2 

This chapter explored discriminant analysis techniques (LDA and QDA) combined with 

PCA as data reduction and feature extraction methods to analyse mass spectra data sets. These 

algorithms are rarely utilized in mass data sets, since many authors prefer to use PLS-DA, SVM 

or more complex algorithms instead. This may be a result of lack of algorithms available. As a 

result, the parsimony principle26 for data analysis may not be followed in some cases, which 

can cause problems of data optimization and overfitting, as well as an unnecessary spent effort. 

 Another advantage to use feature selection methods before discriminant analysis in mass 

data sets is to reduce the computing time. Full or step-wise procedures tend to be time 

consuming which reduces the analytical frequency significantly.  

 The data sets analysed in this chapter were: mass spectra of serum metabolomics to 

classify healthy and ovarian cancer patients (data set 1); mass spectra of serum proteomics to 

classify healthy and prostate cancer patients (data set 2); and mass spectra of serum proteomics 

to classify low (PSA 4-10 ng mL-1) and high (PSA >10 ng mL-1) stages of prostate cancer (data 

set 3). SPA-based algorithms were not employed in these data sets because the projections had 

a large computational cost. This only could be made by using supercomputing.  

 Chapter 3:  

In this chapter, it is reported the use of support vectors machine (SVM) based 

classification algorithms using principal component analysis, successive projections algorithm 
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and genetic algorithm as data reduction and feature selection techniques to classify two species 

of Cryptococcus fungus (Cryptococcusneoformans and Cryptococcusgattii) through ATR-

FTIR spectra set. These fungiare related to Cryptococcosis disease which is potentially fatal, 

especially for immunocompromised patients, like those suffering from AIDS.27 

A previous discrimination of the two species of fungi was already made by us using 

PCA-LDA/QDA, SPA-LDA/QDA and GA-LDA/QDA algorithms,27 but we decide to explore 

the new SVM-based algorithms in this data set to try improvements in the classification 

performance; since using the LDA/QDA-based algorithms the best results were 85% for both 

sensitivity and specificity.27 

The manuscript reported Chapter 3 uses five different kernel functions (linear, quadratic, 

3rd order polynomial, radial basis function, and multilayer perceptron) with SVM to provide the 

best classification result for discriminate these two fungi. As a result, enhancements in the 

classification performance is expected for this data due to the non-linear nature of some SVM 

kernels.  

 Chapter 4: 

In this chapter, new two-dimensional multivariate classification algorithms for second-

order data were developed. These algorithms were named two-dimensional principal 

component analysis linear discriminant analysis (2D-PCA-LDA), two-dimensional principal 

component analysis quadratic discriminant analysis (2D-PCA-QDA) and two-dimensional 

principal component analysis support vectors machine (2D-PCA-SVM). 

These algorithms were applied to four fluorescence excitation-emission matrix (EEM) 

data sets: (1) simulated data, (2) cod (Gadusmorhua) filets, (3) colorectal cancer, and (4) 

adenoma versus colorectal cancer. For this, in the real data sets, a differentiation of freshness 

of cod samples (class 1 having 0–7 days of storage at 2ºC and class 2 having 14–21 days of 
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storage at 2ºC) was performed in data set 2; discrimination of healthy and colorectal cancer 

patients in data set 3; and discrimination of patients with adenoma and colorectal cancer patients 

in data set 4. All theory and further discussion about these algorithms is shown in Chapter 4. 

 Chapter 5 

In Chapter 5, an overall conclusion about the dissertation as well as future perspectives 

is shown. 
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Mass spectrometry (MS) is a powerful technique that can provide the biochemical signature of a 
wide range of biological materials such as cells and biofluids. However, MS data usually has a large 
range of variables which may lead to difficulties in discriminatory analysis and may require high 
computational cost. In this paper, principal component analysis with linear discriminant analysis 
(PCA-LDA) and quadratic discriminant analysis (PCA-QDA) were applied for discrimination 
between healthy control and cancer samples (ovarian and prostate cancer) based on MS data sets. 
In addition, an identification of prostate cancer subtypes was performed. The results obtained 
herein were very satisfactory, especially for PCA-QDA. Selectivity and specificity were found in 
a range of 90-100%, being equal or superior to support vector machines (SVM)-based algorithms. 
These techniques provided reliable identification of cancer samples which may lead to fast and 
less-invasive clinical procedures.

Keywords: mass spectrometry, classification, ovarian cancer, prostate cancer, QDA

Introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS) is an analytical technique 
that is used for determining the chemical composition 
of a given sample, to quantify compounds,1 and to help 
elucidate molecular structures.2,3 This technique has been 
increasingly utilized in biomedical and clinical research,4 
since it can overcome many limitations of classical 
immunoassays5,6 and supports the development of fast and 
less-invasive clinical procedures.7-9

MS is usually coupled with chromatography such as 
liquid chromatography (LC-MS) and gas chromatography 
(GC-MS). Other techniques such as surface-enhanced laser 
desorption ionization time-of-flight (SELDI-TOF) and 
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight 
(MALDI-TOF) are often used in MS applications, including 
disease screening and diagnosis.5 Some examples of MS 
applications includes toxicology screening and toxic drug 
quantification using quadrupole MS/MS;10 identification of 
inborn errors in metabolism or genetic defects in newborns 
for prenatal screening programs using electrospray 
tandem MS;11 detection of drug-induced hepatotoxicity 
using MS-based metabolomics;12 and identification and 
quantification of bleomycin in serum and tumor tissue by 

high resolution LC-MS.13 MS-based techniques have been 
largely employed for cancer identification, such as for 
breast cancer,14 prostate cancer,15,16 ovarian cancer,17 lung 
cancer,18 and pancreatic cancer;19 as well as for identifying 
many biomarkers.18,20-24

One of the main fields using MS data is metabolomics, 
which aims to identify and quantify small molecules 
involved in metabolic reactions.25 Metabolomics studies 
have been applied in several areas, especially cancer.26 
These analyses are typically performed in either targeted 
or untargeted approaches.25 The target approach aims to 
identify and quantify specific metabolites or metabolite 
class; whereas in the untargeted analysis a new hypothesis 
for further tests is generated by measuring all the 
metabolites in a biological system.25 To make this possible, 
multivariate statistical analysis is commonly employed 
in metabolomics studies by means of unsupervised or 
supervised classification techniques.25

Various types of chemometric algorithms have been 
reported for pattern recognition and classification of MS 
data, especially for discriminating between healthy control 
and cancer samples, or discriminating cancer subtypes. 
For instance, there are several papers reporting the use of 
partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA),14,18,20 
hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA),14,27,28 principal 
component analysis (PCA),14,29 support vector machines 
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(SVM),17,29 artificial neural networks (ANN),28 principal-
component analysis followed by linear discriminant 
analysis (PCA-LDA),15 principal component directed 
partial least squares (PC-PLS),30 and backward variable 
elimination partial least squares discriminant analysis 
(BVE-PLSDA).31

Principal component analysis (PCA) is a method of 
exploratory analysis capable of reducing the original data 
into a few variables.32 PCA reduces the data into a few 
principal components (PCs), where each one represents 
a piece of the original information. The first PC has the 
largest explained variance; therefore, they represent most 
of the information present in the original data. Using 
PCA, for instance, it is possible to reduce a large MS data 
set of thousands of variables into a few PCs representing 
the majority of the original information in just a few 
seconds. The PCA scores can be used as discriminant 
variables in conjunction with supervised classification 
techniques, such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 
and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA). LDA is 
one of the most common algorithms used in supervised 
classification of 1st order spectral data, especially for 
spectroscopy applications in discriminatory analysis of 
cancer samples.33 On the other hand, there are only a few 
applications of QDA algorithm for discriminatory analysis 
reported in literature, and even fewer for QDA coupled to 
other chemometric techniques.33 QDA is a very simple 
algorithm, and differently from LDA, it computes the 
variance structures for each class separately,34 creating a 
more powerful discrimination rule for classes with different 
covariance matrices, such as for biological spectra sets in 
which the variability within classes is a key issue.

LDA has been reported in many MS applications, 
including analysis of N-glycans of human serum α1-acid 
glycoprotein (AGP) in cancer and healthy individuals;35 
differentiation of vegetable oils;36 ovarian cancer detection 
based on proteomics;37 estimating false discovery rate 
(FDR) in phosphopeptide identifications;38 discrimination 
of ionic liquid types (ILs);39 and gasoline classification.40 
QDA applications are fewer, and include characterization 
of ILs;39 identification of ovarian cancer;41 and gasoline 
classification.40

In this paper, principal component analysis followed 
by linear discriminant analysis (PCA-LDA) and quadratic 
discriminant analysis (PCA-QDA) were compared for 
discrimination between healthy controls and cancer 
(ovarian and prostate) samples. In addition, a further 
classification between benign subtypes of prostate cancer 
(serum PSA (prostate-specific antigen) 4-10 ng mL-1 and 
serum PSA > 10 ng mL-1) was performed. These algorithms 
take advantage of the power of MS-based techniques for 

clinical analysis and provide a simple, fast, and reliable 
way to identify cancer samples.

Experimental

Samples

Data set 1: ovarian cancer
This data set is public available by Guan et al.17 It is 

composed of LC/TOF-MS mass spectra (positive mode) 
from 35 healthy control (H.C.) and 37 ovarian cancer (O.C.) 
samples based on serum metabolomics. Retention time was 
not considered as a factor for chemometric modeling, thus 
the entire mass spectra (m/z values varying from 134.9919 
to 1.4879 × 103, having 360 variables) was integrated into 
an interval of retention time of 0-180 min. The control 
population consisted of patients with histology considered 
within normal limits and women with non-cancerous 
ovarian conditions; and the ovarian cancer samples were 
composed of patients with papillary serous ovarian cancer 
(stage I-IV). More details about the sample acquisition can 
be found in Guan et al.17

Data set 2: prostate cancer
This data set is public available by Petricoin III et al.16 

It is composed of SELDI-TOF mass spectra from 63 healthy 
control (H.C.) and 69 prostate cancer (P.C.) samples 
based on serum proteomics. The m/z values varied from 
0 to 1.9996 × 104, having 15,153 variables. The control 
population was composed of men with no previous history 
of prostate cancer and serum PSA < 1 ng mL-1. The prostate 
cancer samples were acquired from patients with serum 
PSA ≥ 4 ng mL-1, digital rectal exam (DRE) evidence and 
single sextant biopsy evidence of prostate cancer (Gleason 
scores 4-9). More details about the sample acquisition can 
be found in Petricoin III et al.16

Data set 3: subtypes of prostate cancer
This data set was also obtained from Petricoin III et al.16 

It is composed of SELDI-TOF mass spectra from 26 prostate 
cancer samples with PSA 4-10 ng mL-1 (low grade) and 43 
prostate cancer samples with PSA > 10 ng mL-1 (high 
grade). These data are derived from data set 2 (m/z values 
varying from 0 to 1.9996 × 104, having 15,153 variables) 
and more details about the sample acquisition can be found 
in Petricoin III et al.16

Computational analysis

The data treatment and chemometric analysis 
were performed using MATLAB® software R2012b42 
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(MathWorks, USA) with PLS Toolbox 7.9.3 (Eigenvector 
Research, Inc., USA). All data sets were normalized 
by Euclidian norm and baseline corrected using 
automatic Whittaker filter (λ = 100, p = 0.001).43 Data 
sets 2 and 3 were mass drift corrected by using the 
icoshift algorithm44,45 in the m/z range of 3000-10000. 
Mean-centering scaling was applied to the data before 
chemometric modelling.

The samples for each data set were divided into training 
(ca. 70%), validation (ca. 15%) and prediction (ca. 15%) 
sets by using the Kennard-Stone uniform sample selection 
algorithm.46 Table 1 summarizes the number of samples for 
training, validation and prediction in each data set.

The chemometric models of PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA 
were built by firstly performing a principal component 
analysis (PCA),32 and then the A firstly scores selected were 
utilized as classification variables in a linear discriminant 
analysis (LDA) and quadratic discriminant analysis (QDA) 
model. The LDA classification score (Lik) and the QDA 
classification score (Qik) are calculated for a given class k 
by the following equations:47,48

 (1)

 (2)

where xi is the vector containing the classification variables 
for sample i;  is the mean vector of class k; Σpooled is the 
pooled covariance matrix; and πk is the prior probability of 
class k. The pooled covariance matrix Σpooled and the prior 
probability πk are calculated as follows:47,48

 (3)

 (4)

where n is the total number of objects in the training set; 
K is the number of classes; nk is the number of objects of 
class k; and Σk is the variance-covariance matrix of class k, 
estimated by:48

 (5)

The LDA and QDA classification scores (equations 1 
and 2, respectively) were calculated based on the 
Mahalanobis distance modified by the fraction of samples 
in each class. In that case, they do not depend of scale, thus 
being dimensionless. These scores were used to calculate 
the discriminant function (DF) between the two classes 
as follows:48

DFLDA = Li1 – Li2 (6)
DFQDA = Qi1 – Qi2 (7)

where Qi1 and Qi2 are the quadratic classification scores for 
classes 1 and 2, respectively.

If the DF result is positive for a given sample, the sample 
is closer to class 2, therefore it is classified as class 2; and 
if the DF result is negative for a given sample, the sample 
is closer to class 1, therefore being classified as class 1. In 
this sense, on the DF plot the class 2 is constituted of all 
positive values; whereas class 1 is constituted of all negative 
values. A flowchart illustrating the MS data processing is 
shown in Figure 1.

Although both LDA and QDA are based on a 
Mahalanobis distance calculation, the QDA algorithm 
forms a separated variance model for each class, not 
assuming that classes have similar variance-covariance 
matrices as LDA does.34 Therefore, QDA is more suitable to 
build classification models of data having different variance 
structures, such as what happens in many biological data 
sets.

Table 1. Number of samples in the training, validation and prediction 
sets for each data set

Training Validation Prediction

Data set 1 50 10 12

Data set 2 92 19 21

Data set 3 48 10 11

Figure 1. Flowchart illustrating MS data processing.
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Quality performance

The performances of the employed algorithms were 
evaluated according to the following quality metrics: 
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative 
predictive value, Youden’s index, and positive and negative 
likelihood ratios. Accuracy is related to the percentage of 
correct classification;49 sensitivity (SENS) is the confidence 
that a positive result for a sample of the labeled class 
is obtained; specificity (SPEC) is the confidence that 
a negative result for a sample of the non-labeled class 
is obtained; positive predictive value (PPV) measures 
the proportion of positives that are correctly assigned; 
negative predictive value (NPV) measures the proportion 
of negatives that are correctly assigned; Youden’s index 
(YOU) evaluates the classifier’s ability to avoid failure; 
positive likelihood ratio (LR+) is the ratio between the 
probability of predicting an example as positive when it is 
truly positive and the probability of predicting an example 
as positive when it is not positive; and negative likelihood 
ratio (LR–) is the ratio between the probability of predicting 
an example as negative when it is actually positive and the 
probability of predicting an example as negative when it is 
truly negative.33 The equations of these quality parameters 
are shown in Table 2.

Results and Discussion

Data set 1: ovarian cancer

Ovarian cancer encompasses a heterogeneous group of 
tumors having differences in epidemiological and genetic 
risk factors, precursor lesions, spread patterns, molecular 
events during oncogenesis, response to chemotherapy and 
prognosis. Most ovarian cancers (90%) are malignant 
epithelial tumors named carcinomas, and the remaining 

are germ cells and sex cord-stromal tumors.50 This type of 
cancer is the leading cause of death from gynecological 
malignances, and its mortality is a consequence of late 
presentation and diagnosis at stages III or IV, resulting 
in five-year survival rates of 20 and 6%, respectively.33 A 
study using serum metabolomics by MS-based techniques 
could lead to a faster and more robust classification 
of cancer and non-cancer patients. In this data set, the 
baseline corrected LC/TOF-MS mass spectra of healthy 
control (H.C.) and ovarian cancer (O.C.) samples are 
shown in Figure 2a. As can be seen, the signals are very 
superposed and no visual differentiation between H.C. 
and O.C. can be made.

Figure 2. (a) Baseline corrected mass spectra for healthy control (H.C.) and ovarian cancer (O.C.) samples; (b) PCA scores on PC1 versus scores on PC2 
for healthy control (H.C.) and ovarian cancer (O.C.) samples, where the percentage of total variance described by each PC is described inside parenthesis. 
The circled blue line is the confidence ellipse of 95%.

Table 2. Quality parameters

Parameter Equation

Accuracy / %  

Sensitivity / %
 

Specificity / %
 

Positive predictive value / %
 

Negative predictive value / %
 

Youden’s index / %  

Positive likelihood ratio
 

Negative likelihood ratio
 

y = total number of samples incorrectly classified for a set of N samples; 
TP: true positive; TN: true negative; FP: false positive; FN: false negative; 
SENS: sensitivty; SPEC: specificity.
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Using PCA for exploratory analysis of this data set, the 
scores plot on the 1st and 2nd PCs is depicted in Figure 2b. 
Although PCA technique could be used as a classification 
tool, the lack of discrimination pattern in this scores 
plot leads to the use of supervised discriminant analysis. 
PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA were applied to the 10 first PCs 
(cumulative explained variance of 86.33%) and its DF plots 
are shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. These figures 
show a better discriminant pattern for differentiating H.C. 
and O.C. samples.

The PCA-QDA DF plot also suggests a difference in 
variance structures between the classes, where the ovarian 
cancer sample set has a higher covariance matrix since this 
class has higher DF values than the other. This is probably 
caused by the high complexity of ovarian cancer disease 
as mentioned earlier. The quality performance parameters 
found for these chemometric models are shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the best quality parameters 
were obtained for PCA-QDA (accuracy in prediction 
set = 91.67%). On the other hand, PCA-LDA only achieved 
accuracy of 58.33% in prediction and 30% in the validation 
set. The low accuracy in the validation set suggests that the 
model is not well fitted, reflecting its poor prediction ability. 
PCA-QDA probably had superior performance because the 
classes’ variance structures are very different due to the 
high composition variability of the ovarian cancer samples, 
which increases the power of QDA compared to LDA. The 
accuracy in prediction set of PCA-QDA is close to what was 
obtained in literature using SVM, a more robust algorithm.17 
Sensitivity and specificity were also equal to 91.67%, being 
superior to the results achieved by linear and non-linear 
SVM classifiers applied to this data set (sensitivity = 78.4 
and 83.8%, respectively; and specificity = 74.3 and 77.1%, 
respectively).17 In addition, the classification results using 
PCA-QDA were superior than those ones found by applying 
PCA-SVM using a radial bases function (RBF) kernel to 

this data set. PCA-SVM shown accuracy, sensitivity and 
specificity all equal to 75%, therefore being an algorithm 
with intermediary performance between PCA-LDA and 
PCA-QDA to classify H.C. and O.C. samples. Moreover, 
the high value of LR+ and the low value of LR– prove that 
PCA-QDA is superior for identifying cancer, since these 
parameters are directly related to the clinical concept of 
“ruling-OUT” and “ruling-IN” disease, respectively.33

From 360 variables present in this MS data set, only 
31 were found to be statistical significant between the 
two classes (p < 0.05) (see Figure S7 in Supplementary 
Information (SI)). Among these variables, seven presented 
mean intensity variations (∆I) higher than 1%. These 

Figure 3. DF plot for (a) PCA-LDA and (b) PCA-QDA models for discriminating healthy control (H.C.) and ovarian cancer (O.C.) samples. The DF scale 
for the QDA-based models were zoomed to improve visualization.

Table 3. Quality performance parameters found for PCA-LDA and 
PCA-QDA models for discriminating healthy control and ovarian cancer 
samples.

Parameter
Model

PCA-LDA PCA-QDA

Accuracy

Training set / % 70.00 84.00

Validation set / % 30.00 70.00

Prediction set / % 58.33 91.67

Sensitivity / % 58.33 91.67

Specificity / % 58.33 91.67

PPV / % 58.33 91.67

NPV / % 58.33 91.67

YOU / % 16.67 83.33

LR+ 1.40 11.00

LR– 0.71 0.09

PCA-LDA: principal component analysis with linear discriminant 
analysis; PCA-QDA: principal component analysis with quadratic 
discriminant analysis; PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative 
predictive value; YOU: Youden’s index; LR+: positive likelihood ratio; 
LR–: negative likelihood ratio.
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m/z values were 279.1263 (∆I = –14.71%), 496.3121 
(∆I = 6.97%), 496.3139 (∆I = 8.99%), 520.3164 
(∆I = 4.98%), 520.3169 (∆I = 4.59%), 524.3463 
(∆I = 4.33%) and 991.6178 (3.75%). The negative signal 
implies that the peak is more intense in O.C. class, while 
the positive signal implies that the peak is more intense 
in H.C. class. The m/z values of 496.3121, 496.3139, 
520.3164, 520.3169 and 524.3463 are associated with 
types of lysophosphatidylcholine (LysoPC),51 a metabolite 
identified in plasma that is directly related to the presence 
of ovarian cancer.52 The other m/z values have not been 
reported or associated with any cancer metabolite according 
to The Human Metabolome Database (HMDB).51

Data set 2: prostate cancer

Prostate cancer is the most commonly diagnosed male 
malignant cancer in the world. It has an incidence rate of 
214 cases per 100,000, and a mortality rate from metastatic 
disease of 30 in 100,000.53 Prostate tissue is structurally 

complex, being primarily constituted of glandular ducts lined 
by epithelial cells and supported by heterogeneous stroma. 
Its identification is very invasive and analyst-dependent, 
being subject to intra- and inter-observer errors.54 A study 
using serum proteomics by MS-based techniques could lead 
to a faster and more robust classification of cancer and non-
cancer patients. In this data set, SELDI-TOF mass spectra 
of healthy control (H.C.) and prostate cancer (P.C.) samples 
were utilized. Figure 4a shows the baseline corrected mass 
spectra for these two classes. The signal complexity present 
in Figure 4a shows how difficult it is to differentiate one 
class from another, therefore requiring pattern recognition 
algorithms. Initially, PCA was utilized as exploratory 
analysis, and its scores plot is shown in Figure 4b.

No clear discriminant pattern is observed in the PCA 
scores graph. On the other hand, the results improved 
significantly by applying LDA and QDA to the PCA scores. 
PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA DF plots are shown in Figures 5a 
and 5b, respectively. 10 PCs were utilized (cumulative 
explained variance of 81.11%) for classification.

Figure 4. (a) Baseline corrected mass spectra for healthy control (H.C.) and prostate cancer (P.C.) samples; (b) PCA scores on PC1 versus scores on PC2 
for healthy control (H.C.) and prostate cancer (P.C.) samples, where the percentage of total variance described by each PC is described inside parenthesis. 
The circled blue line is the confidence ellipse of 95%.

Figure 5. DF plot for (a) PCA-LDA and (b) PCA-QDA models for discriminating healthy control (H.C.) and prostate cancer (P.C.) samples. The DF scale 
for the QDA-based models were zoomed to improve visualization.
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Figure 5 shows a clear separation between the two 
classes using both PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA, where 
PCA-QDA had a slightly better classification. As seen in 
the DF plot of PCA-QDA, the healthy control samples have 
a higher variance structure than prostate cancer samples. 
This variability within this biological class may be related 
to different habits and lifestyles of the patients.53 The 
quality performance parameters found for PCA-LDA and 
PCA-QDA models are shown in Table 4.

Table 4 shows the notable performance of the tested 
algorithms. PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA had accuracy in the 
prediction set of 100%, being 5% above the value found in 
literature for prostate cancer detection based on this data set.16 
The LR+ values equal to infinite are a consequence of LR+ 
equation shown in Table 2, because when the specificity is 
close to 100%, this parameter tends to infinite. The sensitivity 
and specificity of PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA were equal to 
100%, being above the values found using a bioinformatics 
algorithm based on cluster analysis of topological feature 
maps (sensitivity = 95%, specificity = 71%).16 Using 
PCA-SVM with RBF kernel, an accuracy, sensitivity 
and specificity of 100% were also found. However, the 
complexity degree employed during SVM is much higher 
than LDA and QDA, meaning that with simpler algorithms 
the same classification performance can be obtained.

From a total of 15,153 variables in the original data, 
5,583 were found to be statistical significant between the two 
classes (p < 0.05) (see Figure S8 in SI). The larger number 
of variables as well as the untargeted procedure and the 

complexity of this proteomic data make nearly impossible to 
identify important molecules based on these 5,583 variables.

The use of PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA in this data 
set of serum proteomics provides a reliable, non-analyst 
dependent and less-invasive differentiation between 
patients with no evidence of prostate cancer and patients 
with prostate cancer. This can be a powerful tool for clinical 
screening, avoiding patients to suffer unnecessary surgical 
procedures, for instance.

Data set 3: subtypes of prostate cancer

This data set is derived from data set 2, where the 
cancer samples were divided into two classes: class 1 
having cancer samples with serum PSA 4-10 ng mL1 
(low grade); and class 2 having cancer samples with serum 
PSA > 10 ng mL-1 (high grade). This data set was created to 
evaluate the power of the algorithms to differentiate cancer 
samples according to its stage. Although PSA is not a final 
indicator of prostate cancer, it is important to differentiate 
low and high PSA levels, since the PSA indicates during 
clinical screening if a patient will need a more robust/
invasive exam or not. Usually, patients with low PSA levels 
but with suspicion of prostate cancer undergo an additional 
DRE exam. However, it is recommended that patients 
with high PSA levels undergo additional DRE tests, such 
as transrectal ultrasound and cystoscopy.55,56 The baseline 
corrected mass spectra of the low grade and high grade 
cancer samples are shown in Figure 6a.

Figure 6b shows the PCA scores for low and high grade 
samples, where no discriminant profile is seen. By applying 
PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA to the data (10 PCs, cumulative 
explained variance of 86.29%), the differentiation 
between the two classes improves significantly, as shown 
in Figures 7a and 7b, respectively. An almost perfect 
separation between the two classes is obtained in the 
PCA-QDA DF plot.

The coefficients in the PCA-QDA DF plots show that 
the variances of the low and high grade classes are similar 
to each other, with a bit higher covariance matrix for the 
high grade samples. Table 5 shows the quality parameters 
found by the chemometric models applied to this data set.

For classification purposes, the PCA-LDA and 
PCA-QDA models had very similar performances, with 
sensitivity and specificity of 100% each. The training ability 
of PCA-QDA was better than PCA-LDA, but the algorithm 
had worst performance in the validation set. The poorer 
classification in the training and validation set for both 
algorithms when compared to the prediction set is a possible 
result of the reduced number of samples. Nevertheless, 
the maximum results obtained in the prediction set with 

Table 4. Quality performance parameters found for PCA-LDA and 
PCA-QDA models for discriminating healthy control and prostate cancer 
samples

Parameter
Model

PCA-LDA PCA-QDA

Accuracy

Training set / % 95.65 96.74

Validation set / % 100 100

Prediction set / % 100 100

Sensitivity / % 100 100

Specificity / % 100 100

PPV / % 100 100

NPV / % 100 100

YOU / % 100 100

LR+ Inf Inf

LR– 0 0

PCA-LDA: principal component analysis with linear discriminant 
analysis; PCA-QDA: principal component analysis with quadratic 
discriminant analysis; PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative 
predictive value; YOU: Youden’s index; LR+: positive likelihood ratio; 
LR–: negative likelihood ratio; Inf: infinite.
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PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA provided good quality metrics, 
showing the ability of both algorithms to differentiate stages 
of prostate cancer based on its PSA level.

From a total of 15,153 variables present in the original 
data, 2,765 were found to be statistical significant (p < 0.05) 
(see Figure S9 in SI). As occurred in data set 2, the 
larger number of variables combined with the untargeted 
procedure and the complexity of this proteomic data inhibit 
the identification of important molecules based on these 
2,765 variables.

 The performance of PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA 
algorithms were equal to PCA-SVM using RBF kernel 
(accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of 100%), showing 
the capability of PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA to properly 
classify this data set.

Conclusions

The use of PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA provided 
very satisfactory classification models for MS data, as 

Figure 6. (a) Baseline corrected mass spectra for low grade prostate cancer and high grade prostate cancer samples; (b) PCA scores on PC1 versus scores 
on PC2 for low grade and high grade prostate cancer samples, where the percentage of total variance described by each PC is described inside parenthesis. 
The circled blue line is the confidence ellipse of 95%.

Figure 7. DF plot for (a) PCA-LDA and (b) PCA-QDA models for discriminating low grade and high grade prostate cancer samples. The DF scale for the 
QDA-based models were zoomed to improve visualization.

Table 5. Quality performance parameters found for PCA-LDA and 
PCA-QDA models for discriminating low and high grade prostate cancer 
samples

Parameter
Model

PCA-LDA PCA-QDA

Accuracy

Training set / % 87.50 97.92

Validation set / % 90.00 80.00

Prediction set / % 100 100

Sensitivity / % 100 100

Specificity / % 100 100

PPV / % 100 100

NPV / % 100 100

YOU / % 100 100

LR+ Inf Inf

LR– 0 0 

PCA-LDA: principal component analysis with linear discriminant 
analysis; PCA-QDA: principal component analysis with quadratic 
discriminant analysis; PPV: positive predictive value; NPV: negative 
predictive value; YOU: Youden’s index; LR+: positive likelihood ratio; 
LR–: negative likelihood ratio; Inf: infinite.
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demonstrated for MS-based serum metabolomics in the 
detection of ovarian cancer; and also MS-based serum 
proteomics for the detection of prostate cancer and its 
subtypes according to the PSA level. The LDA and 
QDA-based algorithms are very simple compared to many 
other algorithms utilized in literature, such as SVM, and 
can also provide very solid classification results; especially 
PCA-QDA, which models the data considering different 
variance structures between the classes. Apart from the very 
satisfactory classification results found for the tested data 
sets (sensitivity and specificity > 90%), these algorithms 
also significantly reduce the data, which considerably 
speeds up the computational analysis, enabling a supervised 
classification of an MS data set of thousands of variables 
in less than one minute, for example. The speed and solid 
classification results found by these algorithms for the 
tested applications show that they combine very well with 
the power of MS-based techniques, thus being capable to 
be utilized in other types of applications in the future. The 
combination of MS-based serum analysis and these types 
of chemometric techniques can provide very acceptable 
findings for developing fast, very accurate, less-invasive, 
and non-analysis dependent clinical procedures, especially 
for screening purposes.

Supplementary Information

Supplementary information is available free of charge 
at http://jbcs.sbq.org.br as PDF file.
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Variable selection with a support vector machine
for discriminating Cryptococcus fungal species
based on ATR-FTIR spectroscopy

Camilo L. M. Morais, Fernanda S. L. Costa and Kássio M. G. Lima *

Variable selection with supervised classification is currently an important tool for discriminating biological

samples. In this paper, 15 supervised classification algorithms based on a support vector machine (SVM)

were applied to discriminate Cryptococcus neoformans and Cryptococcus gattii fungal species using

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. These two fungal species of the Cryptococcus genus are the etiological agents

of Cryptococcosis, which is an opportunistic or primary fungal infection with global distribution. This

disease is potentially fatal, especially for immunocompromised patients, like those suffering from AIDS.

The multivariate classification algorithms tested were based on principal component analysis (PCA),

successive projections algorithm (SPA) and genetic algorithm (GA) as data reduction and variable

selection methods, being coupled to a SVM with different kernel functions (linear, quadratic, 3rd order

polynomial, radial basis function, and multilayer perceptron). Some of these algorithms achieved very

successful classification rates for discriminating fungal species, with accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity

equal to 100% using both SPA-SVM-polynomial and GA-SVM-polynomial algorithms. These results show

the potential of such techniques coupled to ATR-FTIR spectroscopy as a rapid and non-destructive tool

for classifying these fungal species.

Introduction

Cryptococcosis is an opportunistic fungal infection caused by
inhaling basidiospores1 or dissected yeasts present in the
environment, causing an infection of the central nervous
system which affects immunocompromised individuals,
including AIDS patients and organ transplant recipients or
other patients receiving immunosuppressive drugs.2,3 This
disease affects the respiratory tract of the host causing severe
pneumonia and respiratory insufficiency and is responsible for
the majority of worldwide deaths from HIV-related fungal
infections.1,3

The main etiologic agents of Cryptococcosis in humans are
two species, namely Cryptococcus neoformans (serotypes A, D
and AD) and Cryptococcus gattii (serotypes B and C), which differ
in their epidemiology, host range, virulence, antifungal
susceptibility and geographic distribution.1 Cryptococcus gattii
is a primary pathogen which infects immunocompetent and
healthy individuals, having predilection for the lungs.4 On the
other hand, Cryptococcus neoformans has predilection for the
central nervous system and mainly infects immunosuppressed
patients mostly having HIV/AIDS.5 Cryptococcus gattii is
responsible for many infection cases in the Pacic Northwest of
the United States.6 This high virulence occurs due to an unusual

tubular mitochondrial morphology caused by mitochondrial
fusions to enhance the repair of mitochondrial DNA damage
from oxidative stress within the phagosome.4 In addition,
Cryptococcus gattii has two metabolites of acetoin and dihy-
droxyacetone which potentially produce less pro-inammatory
response than those of Cryptococcus neoformans. This facili-
tates fungal survival and local multiplication causing more
cryptococcomas.4 There are some morphological features that
are specically associated with each of the two species such as
texture, pigmentation produced by their colonies, and yeast
form.1,7 However, it is still more reliable to distinguish them by
their growth phenotype on certain media formulations based
on their biochemical differences.8

Cryptococcosis is a treatable disease, however its effects are
devastating to the patients, resulting in death or central nervous
system dysfunction unless the condition is diagnosed and
treated at the time of onset.1 Currently, the techniques used in
the identication of these pathogens are direct microscopic
examination and molecular methods such as DNA hybridiza-
tion and PCR-based methods (particularly nested, multiplex
and real time PCR).9,10 These methods provide both high
sensitivity and specicity; however, most have some limitations
that may hinder the nal diagnosis, further requiring several
days to detect and identify the microorganisms.10

In order to improve the ability to properly control fungal
infections in humans, early identication of the pathogen is
necessary, since they have different responses to antifungal
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treatments.11 In this sense, Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy (FTIR) has been standing out in the past few years in
the microbiological area,12,13 because it provides a large amount
of information about typical absorption bands for each func-
tional group, providing a spectroscopic ngerprint of the total
biochemical and structural composition unique for each
molecule.14 The mid-IR region at 1800–900 cm�1 contains the
fundamental vibrational modes of key chemical bonds of
intracellular mechanisms corresponding to the biochemical
ngerprint of the material under study, therefore being called
the biongerprint region.14 In addition, FT-IR has the advan-
tages of being rapid and non-destructive, using small sample
sizes, and requiring an easy sample preparation.14

In attenuated total reection – Fourier transform infrared
(ATR-FTIR), the ATR module enhances the signal by passing the
IR beam through the sample, taking advantage of several internal
reections with the crystal.15,16 Such reections generate an
evanescent wave that penetrates the material to a depth between
0.5 and 2 mm.16 ATR-FTIR has been very effective in analyzing
biological samples, as demonstrated in analyzing diverse types of
cancer,17 insects,18,19 and bacteria;20,21 as well as to monitor plant
health in a controlled22 and natural23 environment.

Good computation tools are required to follow the advances
in spectroscopy techniques applied to biological samples. These
tools enable building classication models for screening and
diagnosis methods, which is a common task in biospectroscopy
applications.14 A very powerful multivariate classication tech-
nique is the support vector machine (SVM).24 SVMs are binary
classiers that work by nding a classication hyperplane
which separates two classes or objects providing the largest
margin of separation.25 A key advantage of SVMs over most
other classical classication methods is that an SVM is capable
of classifying nonlinearly separable data.25 This makes its
performance superior to linear-dependent classication
methods, such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA).25 The
kernel function is responsible for transforming the data into
a different feature space (linear, quadratic, and polynomial,
among others) changing the classication ability of SVMs.26

SVM algorithm applications in biological data include classi-
fying low-grade cervical cytology;27 breast cancer diagnosis;28

ovarian cancer identication;29 analysis of dengue infection;30

and classifying Candida fungi.31

Data reduction and variable selection methods can be
coupled with the SVM algorithm in order to speed up compu-
tational analysis. A common method of data reduction is prin-
cipal component analysis (PCA).32 PCA reduces the original data
to a few principal components (PCs) having most of the original
explained variance;32 and the scores on each PC can be used as
classication variables for the SVM. Among the variable selec-
tion methods, successive projections algorithm (SPA)33 and
genetic algorithm (GA)34 have found many applications in bio-
logical data.17,18 SPA reduces the original data to few variables by
minimizing its collinearity,33 while GA reduces the data
following an evolutionary process where the ttest set of vari-
ables is chosen.34 Both algorithms maintain the original data
dimension, being consequently used as a tool to search for
specic molecular fragments, also called biomarkers.14

In this paper, we have applied different types of algorithms
based on PCA-SVM, SPA-SVM, and GA-SVM with different kernel
functions (linear, quadratic, 3rd order polynomial, radial basis
function, and multilayer perceptron) as a rapid and non-
destructive method to discriminate Cryptococcus gattii and
Cryptococcus neoformans fungal species based on ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy. In addition, a tentative assignment of possible
biomarkers involved in differentiating these fungal species is
performed.

Methods
Sample preparation

In this study, 28 isolated samples from UFPI (Universidade
Federal do Piaúı); IMT/SP (Instituto de Medicina Tropical de
São Paulo), Veterinary Hospital-UNESP, campus Botucatu (SP),
FioCruz mycological collection and recently isolated fungus
from Giselda Trigueiro Hospital (Natal/RN/Brazil) were used.
Genotyping of the isolated fungus in culture on Sabouraud Agar
with Chloramphenicol (50 mg L�1) was done at the Institute of
Tropical Medicine of RN at UFRN, using PCR-RFLP of the URA5
gene as previously described,4 under approval of the ethics
committee, number 51050415.6.0000.5537.

These fungi were incubated for 48 hours at a temperature of
30 �C until satisfactory growth is achieved. Yeast cells were
inactivated for biosafety handling in the spectroscopy equip-
ment by placing some yeast colonies in 1.0 mL of para-
formaldehyde solution at 4% plus phosphate buffer (1 mol L�1)
v/v, and in 1.5 mL eppendorf tubes for cell attachment to
inactivate yeast cells. The nal solution was added to 28 tubes
with 28 different Cryptococcus isolates. Aer 3 hours at room
temperature, the tubes with cells were placed under refrigera-
tion at�20 �C until the next step. For spectra reading, the tubes
were put at room temperature until defrosted, and then
centrifuged for 10 minutes at 5000g for cell precipitation. The
supernatant was removed and the cells were washed with 1.0
mL of sterile saline solution (0.95% w/v). The tubes were
maintained at 4 �C until spectroscopy reading.

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy

The ATR-FTIRmeasurements (n¼ 280, 10 replicates of each one
of the 28 C. neoformans (n ¼ 14) and C. gattii (n ¼ 14) samples)
were recorded using a Bruker VERTEX 70 FTIR spectrometer
(Bruker Optics Ltd., UK) with Helios ATR attachment containing
a diamond crystal internal reective element and a 45 incidence
angle of IR beam. The ATR-FTIR spectra of fungal samples were
acquired in the range of 400–4000 cm�1 with a resolution of 4
cm�1. Each spectrum was collected at 16 scans in the absor-
bancemode. Approximately 50 mL of each sample was applied to
the ATR crystal immediately following collection of each back-
ground. A small piece of aluminum foil was placed on the
sample to ensure that no air bubbles were trapped on the crystal
surface and to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the spectra.35

The ATR crystal was cleaned with 70% v/v alcohol and a new
background was collected prior to the analysis of a new sample

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017 Anal. Methods, 2017, 9, 2964–2970 | 2965
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and compared to the rst background to ensure no interference
in the sample signal.

Computational analysis

Computational analysis was performed within a Matlab R2012b
environment (MathWorks, USA) by using PLS Toolbox version
7.9.3 (Eigenvector Research, Inc., USA) and homemade algo-
rithms. Raw spectral data were pre-processed by cutting the
region of 1800–900 cm�1, followed by normalization to the
amide I peak (�1650 cm�1)15 and baseline correction.

Samples for training (n ¼ 196), validation (n ¼ 42), and
prediction (n ¼ 42) sets were selected using the Kennard–Stone
uniform sampling selection algorithm.36 The training set was
used to build the classication models, and the validation set to
evaluate its internal performance. The prediction set was only
used in the nal classication evaluation.

The pre-processed spectra were utilized in the classication
algorithms as follows: rst, data reduction was performed by
means of PCA, SPA, and GA; utilizing PCA, the scores on the rst
PCs were utilized as classication variables for the SVM;
whereas during SPA and GA, the selected variables having the
lowest average risk of miss classication G were utilized as
classication variables for the SVM. The G cost function is
calculated in the validation set as18

G ¼ 1

NV

XNV

n¼1

gn; (1)

where NV is the number of validation samples; and gn is dened
as,

gn ¼
r2
�
xn;mIðnÞ

�

minIðmÞsIðnÞr2
�
xn;mIðmÞ

� (2)

In eqn (2), the numerator is the squared Mahalanobis
distance between the object xn (of class index In) and the sample
mean mI(n) of its true class; whereas the denominator is the
squared Mahalanobis distance between the object xn and the
mean mI(m) of the closest wrong class. GA was performed
through 80 generations, having 160 chromosomes each.
Crossover and mutation probability were set to 60% and 10%,
respectively. The algorithm was repeated three times and the
best result was chosen.

Thereaer, the PCA-SVM, SPA-SVM, and GA-SVM models
were constructed. Different types of SVM kernels were utilized:
linear (L), quadratic (Q), 3rd order polynomial (P), radial basis
function (RBF), and multilayer perceptron (MPL). Such kernels
transform the data into a feature space and are responsible for
the SVM classication ability.26 These kernels are calculated as
follows:26,37

Linear,

K(xi,zj) ¼ xTi zj (3)

Quadratic,

K(xi,zj) ¼ (s + xTi zj)
2, s $ 0 (4)

3rd order polynomial,

K(xi,zj) ¼ (s + xTi zj)
3, s $ 0 (5)

Radial basis function (RBF),

K(xi,zj) ¼ exp(�gkxi � zjk2) (6)

Multilayer perceptron (MLP),

K(xi,zj) ¼ tan h(k1x
T
i zj + k2) (7)

where xi and zj are sample measurement vectors; s is a constant;
g is the parameter that determines the RBF width; and k1 and k2

are constants. The SVM classier takes the form of:

f ðxÞ ¼ sign

 XNSV

i¼1

aiyiK
�
xi; zj

�
þ b

!
(8)

where NSV is the number of support vectors; ai is the Lagrange
multiplier; yi is the class membership (�1); K(xi,zj) is the kernel
function; and b is the bias parameter.26,37

By using these distinct types of kernel functions, 15 algo-
rithms were utilized for classifying the fungal species: PCA-
SVM-L, PCA-SVM-Q, PCA-SVM-P, PCA-SVM-RBF, PCA-SVM-
MLP, SPA-SVM-L, SPA-SVM-Q, SPA-SVM-P, SPA-SVM-RBF, SPA-
SVM-MLP, GA-SVM-L, GA-SVM-Q, GA-SVM-P, GA-SVM-RBF,
and GA-SVM-MLP. In the RBF kernel, the g parameter was set
to 1; and in the MLP kernel, the k1 and k2 were respectively set to
1 and �1. The s parameter was set to 0 for quadratic and 3rd

order polynomial kernels.

Statistical validation

The models were statistically evaluated according to accuracy,
sensitivity, specicity, F-score, and G-score. Accuracy is related
to the percentage of correct classication achieved by the
model; sensitivity measures the proportion of positive results
that are correctly identied; specicity measures the proportion
of negative results that are correctly identied; F-score repre-
sents the weighted average of the precision and sensitivity; and
G-score accounts for the model precision and sensitivity
without the inuence of positive and negative class sizes.38,39

These parameters were calculated as follows:38,39

Accuracy ð%Þ ¼ 100�
 
1

N

XH

h¼1

y*h

!
� 100 (9)

Sensitivity ð%Þ ¼ TP

TPþ FN
� 100 (10)

Specificity ð%Þ ¼ TN

TNþ FP
� 100 (11)

F -score ¼ 2� sensitivity� specificity

sensitivityþ specificity
(12)

G-score ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sensitivity� specificity

p
(13)
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where N is the total number of samples;H is the total number of
classes; y*h is the number of samples incorrectly classied in the
h class; TP is the number of true positives; TN is the number of
true negatives; FP is the number of false positives; and FN is the
number of false negatives.

Results and discussion

Cryptococcus gattii (C. gattii) and Cryptococcus neoformans
(C. neoformans) fungals samples were acquired by ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy in the region of 3200–800 cm�1. The raw spectra
were preprocessed by cutting the spectra at 1800–900 cm�1

corresponding to the biological ngerprint region; followed by
normalization to the amide I peak (�1650 cm�1) and baseline
correction. The preprocessed spectra are shown in Fig. 1.

The difference in the between-mean spectrum of C. gattii and
C. neoformans is shown in Fig. 2a. In this gure, it is possible to
observe that the large difference between the class' spectra is in
the amide I region (�1650 cm�1), where there is an absorbance
difference close to �4.5 � 10�3 (�4.6%). The negative signal
implies that this band is more intense in the C. neoformans class.
A less intense difference between the class-mean is observed at
�1035 cm�1, corresponding to glycogen bands.40 In addition, the
spectral difference close to 900 cm�1 increases due to phospho-
diester and protein phosphorylation absorptions.40,41

In order to classify these fungal species, the SVM was used as
a classication technique based on PCA as data reduction; and
SPA and GA as variable selection methods. The PCA model
applied to these data reduced the 468 variables (as wave-
numbers inside the 1800–900 cm�1 range) to only 3 PCs,
accounting for 99.98% of explained cumulative variance. Fig. 2b
shows the PCA loadings on PC1, PC2 and PC3. In this gure, the
loadings on PC1 which account for the largest variance from the
original data (99.32% of explained variance) have higher coef-
cients in the amide I peak region (�1650 cm�1), coinciding
with the largest between-mean spectrum difference depicted in
Fig. 2a. The loadings on PC2 (0.51% of explained variance) have
higher coefficients in the phosphodiester and protein phos-
phorylation region (�900 cm�1). The loadings on PC3 (0.15% of
explained variance) show high coefficients in the glycogen
region (�1035 cm�1). These bands evidenced by PCA loadings

are most important for class differentiation in the PCA-SVM-
based models, which were built using ve types of kernel
functions: linear (PCA-SVM-L), quadratic (PCA-SVM-Q), 3rd

order polynomial (PCA-SVM-P), RBF (PCA-SVM-RBF), and MLP
(PCA-SVM-MLP).

In addition to PCA, SPA and GA were applied to reduce the
number of variables and be further used with SVM classiers.
The accuracy for each SVM-based algorithm in training, vali-
dation, and prediction set is shown in Table 1.

The most accurate PCA-SVM algorithm in the prediction set
was composed of MLP kernel (PCA-SVM-MPL), which had
85.7% accuracy, whereas the most accurate for SPA-SVM and

Fig. 1 Pre-processed spectra of C. gattii (blue color) and C. neofor-
mans (red color) classes.

Fig. 2 (a) Difference between mean spectra of C. gattii and C. neo-
formans classes. (b) PCA loadings on PC1 (blue color), PC2 (red color),
and PC3 (green color).

Table 1 Accuracy (%) for SVM-based algorithms in training, validation,
and prediction set

Training Validation Prediction

PCA-SVM-L 85.7 88.1 78.6
PCA-SVM-Q 84.7 88.1 78.6
PCA-SVM-P 91.3 83.3 76.2
PCA-SVM-RBF 84.2 88.1 78.6
PCA-SVM-MLP 83.2 85.7 85.7
SPA-SVM-L 85.7 88.1 78.6
SPA-SVM-Q 92.9 92.9 92.9
SPA-SVM-P 98.0 100 100
SPA-SVM-RBF 93.4 92.9 90.5
SPA-SVM-MLP 77.0 76.2 83.3
GA-SVM-L 91.3 90.5 81.0
GA-SVM-Q 98.0 95.2 95.2
GA-SVM-P 99.5 97.6 100
GA-SVM-RBF 96.4 95.2 97.6
GA-SVM-MLP 72.4 66.7 71.4
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GA-SVM had 3rd polynomial kernel (SPA-SVM-P and GA-SVM-P)
with an accuracy of 100%. The classication performance by
means of sensitivity, specicity, F-score, and G-score for PCA-
SVMs, SPA-SVMs, and GA-SVMs models is shown in Fig. 3.

As shown in Fig. 3, the PCA-SVM algorithm with the best
classication performance was PCA-SVM-MPL, achieving
sensitivity, specicity, F-score, and G-score equal to 85.7%. For
variable selection, the best algorithms were SPA-SVM-P and GA-
SVM-P, achieving sensitivity, specicity, F-score, and G-score
equal to 100%. These classication rates of 100% show the
model's ability to correct the classication of all samples in
which both positive and negative results were correctly identi-
ed. The selected variables by SPA-SVM are shown in Table 2.
The percentage of absorbance variation (DA) between the
classes at each selected wavenumber is also shown in this table.

Nine original wavenumbers were selected from 468 by SPA-
SVM algorithms as classication variables. From the selected
wavenumbers, absorbance at 1635 cm�1 had the most intense
variation between the C. gattii and C. neoformans classes, with
a variation of �4.4% (Table 2). This absorption is characteristic
of the amide I b-sheet structure or proportions of b-sheet
secondary structures.40 The selected wavenumber at 906 cm�1

had the second largest DA (�2.4%). This wavenumber is in the
phosphodiester region, composed of stretching of collagen and
glycogen bands. The wavenumbers at 1443 cm�1 and 1745 cm�1

are respectively associated with the CH bending and symmetric
stretching vibration of polysaccharides.40 The polysaccharide
capsules composed of 90–95% glucuronoxylomannan (GXM)
and 5% galactoxylomannan (GalXM) determine the serotypes of
C. gattii (serotypes B and C) and C. neoformans (serotypes A, D
and AD) fungi,4 therefore being important for class differenti-
ation. The less intense DA for the selected wavenumbers by the
SPA-SVM algorithm was found at 1541 cm�1, a band of amide II
absorption (N–H bending coupled to C–N stretching),40 which is
characteristic of proteins predominantly in b-sheet
conformation.42

The variables selected by the GA-SVM algorithm are shown in
Table 3. In this case, GA-SVM selected 12 wavenumbers as
classication variables. Similar to Table 2, most of them have
negative DA values. These negative DA values show that most
selected wavenumbers have more intense absorption bands in
the C. neoformans class. The higher absorbance in this class
could be due to C. neoformans generally having a higher
concentration of metabolites than C. gattii,43 therefore
increasing its absorption.

The higher DA for the selected wavenumbers by the GA-SVM
algorithm (Table 3) is at 912 cm�1 (�2.2%). This value is close to
the value obtained by the SPA-SVM algorithm at 906 cm�1 as
shown in Table 2, and represents the phosphodiester region.
The second largest DA was found at 991 cm�1 (DA ¼ �1.2%),
being assigned as the vibration of C–O in ribose.40 This region is
also a characteristic of other carbohydrate molecules,15 there-
fore its signal could have contributions from more than one
biomarker.

Amide I absorption was identied at 1697 cm�1 with DA of
�1.0%. This band is a characteristic of high frequency vibration
of an antiparallel amide I b-sheet (in-plane C]O stretching

Fig. 3 Classification performance parameters (sensitivity, specificity,
F-score, and G-score) for all SVM-based algorithms applied to
discriminate C. gattii and C. neoformans classes.

Table 2 Selected variables by SPA-SVM-based algorithms and
tentative assignment of possible biomarkers

Wavenumber
(cm�1)

Tentative biomarker
assignmenta DAb (%)

�906 Phosphodiester �2.4
�964 C–C, C–O deoxyribose �0.8
�999 Ring n(C–C)–d(C–H) �1.3
�1041 Glycogen �1.3
�1086 ns(PO2

�) DNA/RNA �0.7
�1443 d(CH) polysaccharides +0.4
�1541 Amide II +0.03
�1635 Amide I �4.4
�1745 ns(C]O)

polysaccharides
+0.2

a n ¼ stretching vibration; d ¼ bending vibration; ns ¼ symmetric
stretching vibration. b Positive signal (+) indicates higher absorbance
in the C. gattii class; negative signal (�) indicates higher absorbance
in the C. neoformans class.

Table 3 Selected variables by GA-based algorithms and tentative
assignment of possible biomarkers

Wavenumber
(cm�1)

Tentative biomarker
assignmenta DAb (%)

�912 Phosphodiester �2.2
�955 ns(PO4

3�) �0.8
�978 OCH3

polysaccharides
�0.9

�991 C–O ribose �1.2
�1070 ns(PO2

�) DNA/RNA �1.0
�1147 C–O oligosaccharides �0.3
�1248 nas(PO2

�) DNA +0.05
�1278 Amide III +0.1
�1323 Amide III +0.2
�1508 Amide II +0.3
�1697 Amide I �1.0
�1734 ns(C]O) lipids +0.1

a ns ¼ symmetric stretching vibration; nas ¼ asymmetric stretching.
b Positive signal (+) indicates higher absorbance in the C. gattii class;
negative signal (�) indicates higher absorbance in the C. neoformans
class.
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weakly coupled to C–N stretching and in-plane N–H bond
bending).40 Other vibrations of almost the sameDAwas found at
955 cm�1 (symmetric stretching of PO4

3�), 978 cm�1 (OCH3

vibration in polysaccharides), and 1070 cm�1 (symmetric PO2
�

stretching in DNA/RNA).40 In this case, the inuence of the
polysaccharide capsules and nucleic acid contributions in the
fungal species discrimination is clear. Amide II and amide III
had very small DA contributions (+0.1–0.3%). Amide II absorp-
tion at 1508 cm�1 can be caused by N–H bending coupled to
C–N stretching of amide II; whereas amide III absorptions at
1278 cm�1 and 1323 cm�1 are associated with vibration modes
of collagen proteins in amide III. The lower DA for GA-SVM
algorithms was found at 1248 cm�1 (DA ¼ +0.05) and corre-
sponds to asymmetric PO2

� stretching in DNA.40

The results shown here corroborate to the development of
a rapid and non-destructive method for classifying C. gattii and
C. neoformans fungal species with high accuracy, sensitivity, and
specicity by using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy coupled with SVM-
based techniques. The non-destructive nature of ATR-FTIR
spectroscopy enables to reuse the samples in further studies,
including genotyping by PCR-based methods. In addition,
variable selection techniques (SPA and GA) can help to identify
possible biomarkers responsible for class differentiation.

Furthermore, this research can be translated to real-world
continuous monitoring by using these techniques to analyze
cerebrospinal uid of infected patients.1 ATR-FTIR spectroscopy
combined with chemometric techniques could be used to
reduce the volume of the uid utilized in the analysis, since the
procedure to extract this uid is quite invasive; as well as to
reduce the cost, since the actual detection of both fungi follows
genotyping procedures using molecular methods. In addition,
this study could be used as a support to try the detection of both
fungi in serum, which would reduce drastically the invasiveness
of the procedure, allied to the advantages of using FTIR spec-
troscopy reported before.

Conclusion

PCA, SPA and GA were coupled to SVM classiers to discrimi-
nate C. gattii and C. neoformans fungal species. Five different
types of SVM kernels (linear, quadratic, 3rd order polynomial,
RBF and MLP) were evaluated by means of quality metrics such
as accuracy, sensitivity and specicity providing high classi-
cation rates. SPA-SVM and GA-SVM algorithms with 3rd order
polynomial kernels (SPA-SVM-P and GA-SVM-P) achieved clas-
sication rates of 100% in accuracy, sensitivity, specicity, F-
score, and G-score, showing these models to have the ability to
provide reliable class differentiation. The SPA-SVM algorithm
was highly inuenced by amide I (1635 cm�1) and phospho-
diester (906 cm�1) vibrations. In addition, the GA-SVM algo-
rithm had higher inuences of C–O ribose (991 cm�1) and
phosphodiester (912 cm�1) vibrations. This report supports the
development of an alternative method to classify C. gattii and C.
neoformans fungal species using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy, which
could be translated to real applications using cerebrospinal
uid in the future, for example. This could speed up the analysis
of these fungi, thereby increasing its analytical frequency,

reducing possible costs with reagents, and providing non-
destructive data acquisition.
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Comparing unfolded and two-dimensional discriminant analysis and
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A B S T R A C T

Three-way data has been increasingly used in chemical applications. However, few algorithms are capable of
properly classifying this type of data maintaining its original dimensions. Unfolding procedures are commonly
employed to reduce the data dimension and enable its classification using first order algorithms. In this paper,
modified versions of two-dimensional principal component analysis with linear discriminant analysis (2D-PCA-
LDA), quadratic discriminant analysis (2D-PCA-QDA), and support vector machines (2D-PCA-SVM) have been
proposed to classify three-way chemical data. Applications were performed for two-category classification using
fluorescence excitation emission matrix (EEM) of simulated and three real data sets, in which the performance of
the proposed algorithms were compared with regular PCA-LDA, PCA-QDA and PCA-SVM using unfolding pro-
ceedings. The results show that 2D algorithms had equal or superior classification performance in the four data
sets analyzed, thus indicating its ability to classify this type of data.

1. Introduction

The most common way of representing objects for classification
purposes is in a two-way structure (matrix), where each object of the
matrix is represented by a row feature vector (one-dimensional object)
[1]. However, some analytical techniques in chemical applications
generate data as a three-way structure, where each object of this struc-
ture is represented by a matrix of points (two-dimensional object). These
matrices are layered one below the other in order to form a
three-dimensional array [1], similar to paper sheets in a book.

Applications using three-way chemical data are becoming more
common as a result of advances in analytical instrumentation and
methods [2]. Examples of three-way chemical data include excitation
emission matrix (EEM) fluorescence spectroscopy [3], gas chromatog-
raphy coupled to mass spectrometry (LC-MS) [4], ultra-performance
liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry [5], spectral im-
aging [6], among others [7]. One of the most utilized techniques is EEM
fluorescence spectroscopy due to its relative low-cost, simple instru-
mentation, and high sensitivity.

EEM has been used in many different fields such as clinical [8,9], food
[10] and environmental analyses [11,12]. However, few algorithms are
able to work with this data maintaining its three-dimensional aspect [7].
The most known algorithms for classifying EEM data are usually based on

parallel factor analysis (PARAFAC) [13] or Turker3 [14] for data
reduction, thereafter being coupled with linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) [15], partial least squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) [16], or
support vector machines (SVM) [17] as the classification method.
Another strategy to classify EEM data is to unfold the 3D array into a
matrix, in which the EEM for each sample is transformed into a row
vector. In this way, first order classification algorithms such as principal
component analysis with linear discriminant analysis (PCA-LDA) [18],
quadratic discriminant analysis (PCA-QDA) [18] and support vector
machine (PCA-SVM) [19] can be normally applied to the data. However,
the unfolding procedure affects the spatial distribution of the data and
could affect its variance structure.

In the context of classifying three-way data, Li et al. [20] proposed the
use of two-dimensional linear discriminant analysis (2D-LDA) as a new al-
gorithm for image feature extraction and selection applied in face image
processing. This algorithm used the image matrix to compute the
between-class scatter matrix and the within-class scatter matrix to be
employed in Fisher linear discriminant analysis. As an advantage, it ach-
ieved high recognition accuracy and low computation cost [20]. Recently,
Silva et al. [2] utilized the 2D-LDA algorithm to classify three-way chemical
data. They obtained very satisfactory results classifying simulated and real
EEM data sets using this algorithm in comparison with PARAFAC-LDA,
Tucker3-LDA, unfolded partial least squares discriminant analysis
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(U-PLS-DA), and a distance-based procedurewith no feature extraction [2].
In this paper, we built a modified version of 2D-LDA using classical

Mahalanobis distance [15]. The algorithm was coupled with a modified
version of principal component analysis [21] for three-dimensional data
(2D-PCA), intending to obtain feature extraction and data reduction
maintaining the original 3D dimensional aspect. This algorithm has been
named 2D-PCA-LDA. In the same sense, we also designed a modified
version of QDA and SVM for three-dimensional data, also coupled with
2D-PCA. These algorithms have been named 2D-PCA-QDA and
2D-PCA-SVM, respectively. Our aim is to compare the classification
performance of these algorithms with unfolded PCA-LDA, PCA-QDA and
PCA-SVM applied to four EEM data sets.

2. Theory

2.1. Notation

Matrices and vectors are represented by boldface in capital and
lowercase, respectively. Three-dimensional tensors are represented by
underlined boldface in capital. Matrix and tensor indexes are in italic.
The �1 and T subscripts denote the inverse and transpose operations,
respectively. The dimensions of vectors, matrices and three-dimensional
arrays are indicated within parentheses after the symbol that represents
them. Table 1 summarizes all mathematical symbols utilized in the
equations of this paper.

2.2. Two-dimensional principal component analysis linear discriminant
analysis (2D-PCA-LDA)

LDA is a supervised classification method that produces a linear

decision boundary between two classes [22]. It covers a range of tech-
niques [22], such as Fisher-LDA [23]. In this paper, the LDA algorithm
was based on Mahalanobis distance, and it was utilized to build the
2D-PCA-LDA algorithm as follows.

The first step for 2D-PCA-LDA is to estimate the number of PCs used

during the PCA reduction. For this, the EEM fluorescence tensor Γ
ðn�m� kÞ containing n excitation and emission matrices X ðm� kÞ
(Fig. 1) is reduced before applying singular value decomposition
(SVD) [24].

This is made by transforming the Xmatrix into a row-vector x ð1� kÞ,
which is performed by obtaining the average emission signal at excitation
coordinate (Eq. (1)).

x ¼ 1
nm

Xm

m¼1

xm (1)

Then, the row-vector x for each sample matrix X is concatenated into
a new matrix M ðn� kÞ, containing n rows (number of samples) and k
columns (number of excitation wavelengths). SVD is applied to the M
matrix and the number of principal components is selected according to
the largest singular values. The percentage of explained variance is
calculated as follows:

M ¼ USV�1: (2)

Vð%Þ ¼
�
d iagðsÞ

.X
diagðSÞ

�
� 100 (3)

where Eq. (2) represents the SVD decomposition, generating the
orthogonal matrix U, the matrix S containing nonzero singular values on
its diagonal, and the orthogonal matrix V [24]; and Eq. (3) represents the
percentage of explained variance in which the ‘diag ()’ operator extracts
the diagonal elements of S.

PCA using non-linear iterative partial least squares (NIPALS) method
[25] was applied to each bi-dimensional layer L (demonstrated in Fig. 1),
following the coordinates of the excitation wavelength. This generated a
matrix of scores and loadings for each layer j ðj ¼ 1…kÞ as follows:

Lj ¼ TjPT
j þ Ej (4)

where the scores matrix Tj has dimension of n samples (rows) by NPCs

principal components (columns); the loadings matrix Pj has a dimension
of m emission wavelengths (rows) by NPCs principal components (col-
umns); and the residual matrix Ej has a dimension of n samples (rows) by
m emission wavelengths (columns). Each scores matrix Tj is arranged into

a three-dimensional array Λ ðk� NPCs � nÞ containing k scores layers.

Thereafter, the Λ array is utilized as input data for supervised
classification.

The classification step of 2D-PCA-LDA is made by applying a two-
dimensional-based linear discriminant analysis (2D-LDA) algorithm to

the Λ three-dimensional scores array. For this, the 2D-LDA classification
scores of class c (Δc) and discriminant function F take the form of [15,26]:

Δ cðΛiÞ ¼ ðΛi � μcÞTΣ�1
pooledðΛi � μcÞ � 2 ln πc (5)

F ¼ Δ c � Δ 2 (6)

where Λi is the2D scores array for sample i; μc is the mean scores matrix
of class c; Σpooled is the pooled covariance matrix; πc is the prior proba-
bility of class c; Δ c is the 2D- LDA classification score of class 1; and Δ 2 is
the 2D-LDA classification score of class 2. μc, πc, and Σpooled are calcu-
lated as follows:

Table 1
Table of notations and mathematical symbols.

Symbol Meaning

Γ 3D EEM fluorescence tensor
X EEM data
x Average emission signal
M Matrix containing x in each row
L Bi-dimensional layer of Γ
T Scores matrix of L
P Loading matrix of L
E Residual matrix of L
Λ 3D scores array
Λi 2D scores array for a sample i
μc Mean scores matrix of c
Δ c 2D-LDA classification scores of class c
F 3D discriminant function of 2D-LDA
f Column vector of the reduction of F
Σpooled Pooled covariance matrix
Σc Variance-covariance matrix of class c
∇ c 2D-QDA classification scores of class c
Q 3D discriminant function of 2D-QDA
q Column vector of the reduction of Φ
H 2D layer of Λ for each k
hi Row vector of H
sh Sample vector of each of the NH SVs for a k value
Kjðsh;hiÞ RBF Kernel
Y Matrix of class membership obtained by SVM
y Column vector of the reduction of Y
πc Prior probability of class c
n Number of samples
m Number of emission variables
k Number of excitation variables
NPCs Number of principal components
c Class index
C Number of classes
nc Number of samples in class c
γ RBF kernel parameter
αh Lagrange multiplier
yh Class membership of the SV for a k value
b SVM bias parameter
yij Class membership obtained by SVM
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μc ¼
1
nc

Xnc

i¼1

Λi (7)

πc ¼
nc
nT

(8)

Σpooled ¼
1
nT

XC

c¼1

ncΣc (9)

where nc is the number of samples in class c; nT is the total number of
samples in training set; C is the number of classes; and Σc is the variance-
covariance matrix of class c defined as:

Σc ¼
1

nc � 1

Xnc

i¼1

ðΛi � μcÞðΛi � μcÞT (10)

As Fijw ðn� k� kÞ is also a three-dimensional array, it needs to be
reduced in order to have a single element fjw representing each sample for
the algorithm be able to assign a class. This procedure is made using the
validation set, where j and w positions are determined according to the
smaller distance between F of the validation set and the mean F of its true
class in the training set. The point (j,w) where this distance is smaller
among all validation samples (as a consequence where the error is
smaller) is chosen. Next, j and w are set constant for all samples being
analyzed, thus F becomes a column vector f ðn� 1Þ. Thus, if the value fi1
of a sample i present in f is positive, the sample is assigned as class 1; if
negative, the sample is assigned as class 2.

2.3. Two-dimensional principal component analysis quadratic discriminant
analysis (2D-PCA-QDA)

QDA is a supervised classification technique very similar to LDA,
which also uses Mahalanobis distance [22]. The main difference between
them is that QDA calculates the distance to each class using the sample

variance-covariance matrix of each class rather than the pooled covari-
ance matrix [22]. This enables QDA to form a separated variance model
for each class; whereas LDA does not take into account different variance
structures for the two classes [22].

The 2D-PCA reduction used in 2D-PCA-QDA is the same utilized in

2D-PCA-LDA (Fig. 1), where the 3D scores array Λ ðk� NPCs � nÞ is uti-
lized for classification. The 2D-QDA classification scores of class c ð∇ cÞ
and discriminant function Q take the form of [15,26]:

∇ cðΛiÞ ¼ ðΛi � μcÞTΣ�1
c ðΛi � μcÞ þ lnjΣcj � 2 ln πc (11)

Q ¼ ∇ 1 � ∇ 2 (12)

where ∇ 1 and ∇ 2 are the 2D-QDA classification score of class 1 and 2,
respectively.

The same procedure is performed to reduce the size of F is made with
Qijw ðn� k� kÞ, whereQ becomes a column vector q ðn� 1Þ by using the
point ðj;wÞ selected according to the smaller distance found betweenQ of

the validation set and the meanQ of its true class in the training set. If the
value qi1 of a sample i present in q is positive, the sample is assigned as
class 1; if negative, the sample is assigned as class 2.

2.4. Two-dimensional principal component analysis support vector
machine (2D-PCA-SVM)

SVM is a powerful supervised classification technique based on binary
classifiers that work by finding a classification hyperplane which sepa-
rates two classes with the largest margin of separation [27]. A key
advantage of SVM over other classification methods (such as LDA) is that
SVM is capable of classifying non-linearly separable data [27].

The 2D-PCA reduction employed in 2D-PCA-SVM is the same utilized
in both 2D-PCA-LDA and 2D-PCA-QDA algorithms (Fig. 1); and the 3D

scores array Λ was utilized as data input for the 2D-SVM. The 2D-SVM
algorithm was based on a radial basis function (RBF) kernel, which is the
simplest kernel commonly employed using SVM [22]. The kernel is

Fig. 1. Illustration of data processing using 2D-PCA.
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responsible for transforming the data into a feature space and for its
classification ability [22,28].

Let us assume that the 3D array Λ ðk� NPCs � nÞ is composed of k
layers (matrices) H ðn� NPCsÞ having n elements hi representing each
sample i (each row). The RBF kernel Kjðsh;hiÞ is calculated for each
excitation wavelength j as follows [22]:

Kjðsh;hiÞ ¼ exp
�
� γ
����sh � hi

��j2
�

(13)

where j ¼ 1…k; sh is the sample vector of each of the NH support vectors
(SVs) in each j; hi ð1� PCsÞ is the scores vector of a sample i for each j
excitation wavelength; and γ is the parameter that determines the width
of the RBF.

The SVM classification rule takes the form of [22]:

yij ¼ sign

 XH

h¼1

αhyhKjðsh;hiÞ þ b

!
(14)

where αh is the Lagrange multiplier; yh is the class membership (±1) of
the corresponding SV at each j excitation wavelength; and b is the
bias parameter.

The calculation of Kjðsh;hiÞ and yij is made for all k excitation
wavelengths. Consequently, a matrix of yij elements is created (Yðn� kÞ.
Similar to 2D-PCA-LDA and 2D-PCA-QDA, the best k wavelength from Y
is selected according to the lowest error in validation set. As a result, a
column vector y ðn� 1Þ is created having the assigned class indexes for
each sample (each row).

3. Experimental

3.1. Software

Data processing was performed using MATLAB® R2012b software

(MathWorks, Inc., USA). All chemometric algorithms were applied using
lab-made codes in the MATLAB environment. SVM algorithm was run
using default γ parameter equal to 1. All data were mean centered
before analysis.

3.2. Simulated data set

Simulated EEMs (data set 1) were built based on normal distribution
functions having mean (μ) and standard-deviation (σ) parameters
randomly generated inside the range of 0–3 and 0.050–0.150, respec-
tively. Each EEM had a size of 301 rows (representing emission wave-
lengths) and 12 columns (representing excitation wavelengths). The
excitation wavelengths were set from 320 to 380 nm (resolution of 8 nm);
and emission wavelengths were from 410 to 530 nm (resolution of
0.33 nm). A total of 60 EEMs (n ¼ 60) were generated with each one
representing a sample. Class 1 contained the first 30 EEMs (total
μ ¼ 28.753; and total σ ¼ 2.949); and class 2 contained the other 30
remaining EEMs (total μ ¼ 22.213; and total σ ¼ 2.911). Table 2 shows
the μ and σ parameters utilized to generate each EEM.

3.3. Cod fillets data set

EEM fluorescence data of cod (Gadus morhua) fillets were utilized as
data set 2. This data is publicly available at http://www.models.life.ku.
dk/datasets by Andersen et al. [29]. The cod samples were from a sin-
gle catch caught in February 1999 in the Barents Sea. The cod was
cold-stored in a modified atmosphere (40% CO2/40% N2/20% O2) at
2 �C for up to 21 days. Aqueous extracts were made homogenizing 25 g of
fish muscle with 75 mL of water. The pH was reduced to 5.2 and the
mixture was heated at 70 �C, cooled to room temperature and filtered to
remove precipitated proteins. The extracts were measured at 22 �C in
10 � 10 nm thermostatic quartz cuvette on a Perkin-Elmer LS50B spec-
trofluorimeter [29]. The data was preprocessed by removing emissions
from 270 to 280 nm in order to reduce Rayleigh scatter and
missing values.

Table 2
Mean (μ) and standard-deviation (σ) used for construct data set 1 (simulated data) based on
an underlying normal distribution.

Sample Class 1 Class 2

μ σ μ σ

1 1.912 0.094 1.199 0.092
2 2.164 0.099 1.151 0.094
3 0.987 0.101 0.496 0.097
4 0.647 0.098 0.650 0.096
5 0.790 0.095 0.588 0.093
6 0.065 0.094 0.141 0.094
7 0.820 0.097 0.702 0.096
8 0.920 0.091 0.498 0.090
9 0.130 0.091 0.705 0.096
10 0.775 0.092 0.965 0.099
11 0.209 0.096 0.398 0.097
12 1.732 0.097 1.103 0.095
13 0.142 0.096 0.206 0.095
14 1.849 0.102 1.531 0.098
15 1.330 0.092 0.682 0.092
16 0.931 0.101 0.715 0.098
17 0.917 0.092 0.773 0.094
18 2.412 0.094 1.279 0.093
19 0.578 0.097 0.489 0.094
20 0.283 0.110 0.381 0.101
21 0.188 0.105 0.561 0.106
22 0.697 0.102 0.559 0.097
23 0.989 0.112 0.970 0.108
24 2.450 0.106 1.364 0.103
25 0.664 0.102 0.762 0.103
26 1.695 0.094 1.088 0.098
27 0.870 0.099 0.669 0.099
28 0.136 0.097 0.113 0.098
29 0.852 0.098 1.040 0.094
30 0.621 0.104 0.435 0.101

Total 28.753 2.949 22.213 2.911

Table 3
Number of samples in training, validation and test sets.

Class Number of samples

Training Validation Test

Data set 1 1 20 5 5
2 20 5 5
Total 40 10 10

Data set 2 1 44 9 10
2 29 6 7
Total 73 15 17

Data set 3 1 53 12 12
2 52 11 11
Total 105 23 23

Data set 4 1 52 11 11
2 52 11 11
Total 104 22 22

Table 4
Statistical quality parameters. TP stands for true positive; FP for false positive; TN for true
negative; and FN for false negative. ε1 is the number of misclassified samples in class 1; ε2 is
the number of misclassified samples in class 2; and N is the total number of samples.

Parameter Equation Parameter Equation

CC% 100� ðε1þε2 Þ
N � 100 NPV �

TN
TNþFN

�
� 100

AC �
TPþTN

TPþFPþTNþFN

�
� 100 LRþ SENS

1�SPEC

SENS �
TP

TPþFN

�
� 100 LR- SPEC

1�SENS

SPEC �
TN

TNþFP

�
� 100 F-Score 2�SENS�SPEC

SENSþSPEC

PPV �
TP

TPþFP

�
� 100 G-Score

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SENS� SPEC

p
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A total of 105 samples (n ¼ 105) were divided into two classes.
Class 1 contained 63 samples of cod stored up to 1 week (0–7 days);
and class 2 contained 42 samples of cod stored from more than 14 days
(14–21 days). The EEM for each sample had a size of 331 rows
(emission wavelengths) and 13 columns (excitation wavelengths). The
excitation wavelengths were from 250 to 370 nm (resolution of
10 nm); and emission wavelengths were from 270 to 600 nm (reso-
lution of 1 nm).

3.4. Colorectal cancer data set

EEM fluorescence plasma data of patients in healthy conditions (no
findings at endoscopy) and with verified colorectal cancer (CRC) were
utilized to build data set 3. This data is publicly available at http://www.
models.life.ku.dk/datasets by Lawaetz et al. [30]. The samples of human
plasma (sodium citrate anticoagulant) were defrosted on wet ice (0 �C)
for approximately 40 min, and measured as fast as possible after thawing

Fig. 2. Average EEM of: class 1 (a) and 2 (b) in data set 1; class 1 (c) and 2 (d) in data set 2; class 1 (e) and 2 (f) in data set 3; and class 1 (g) and 2 (h) in data set 4.
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in an FS920 spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments) with double mono-
chromators and a R928P red sensitive photomultiplier (Hamamatsu) in a
cooled detector house [30]. The acquired EEM data were preprocessed by
removing Rayleigh scatter and second order fluorescence.

A total of 151 EEMs (n ¼ 151) were divided into class 1 (77 EEMs of
healthy patients) and class 2 (74 EEMs of patients with CRC). Each EEM
had a size of 301 rows (emission wavelengths) and 41 columns (excita-
tion wavelengths). The excitation wavelengths were from 250 to 450 nm
(resolution of 5 nm), and emission wavelengths were from 300 to 600 nm
(resolution of 1 nm).

3.5. Adenomas versus colorectal cancer data set

Data set 4 was built using EEM fluorescence plasma data of patients
with pathologically verified adenomas [31] and patients with verified
CRC. This data is also publicly available at http://www.models.life.ku.
dk/datasets by Lawaetz et al. [30]. The EEMs of human plasma sam-
ples (sodium citrate anticoagulant) were acquired at higher excitation
(385–425 nm, resolution of 5 nm) and emission (585–680 nm, resolution
of 1 nm) wavelengths in the same instrument as data set 3. The samples

were also measured as quickly as possible after thawing [30].
The acquired EEMs (n ¼ 148) were divided in two classes: class 1

having 74 EEMs of patients with adenomas (control group); and class 2
having 74 EEMs of patients with CRC. Each EEM had a size of 96 rows
(emission wavelengths) and 9 columns (excitation wavelengths).

3.6. Sample selection

The samples in each data set were divided into training (~70%),
validation (~15%) and test (~15%) sets using the Kennard-Stone sam-
pling selection algorithm [32]. The algorithm was firstly applied to the
unfolded data and the same samples' indexes for training, validation and
test sets were implemented into the 2D algorithms. The numbers of
samples in training, validation and test sets for each data set are shown
in Table 3.

3.7. Statistical validation

The performances of both unfolded and 2D algorithms were evalu-
ated according to the following quality parameters: percentage of correct

Fig. 3. Singular value of unfolded and 2D EEM data matrices of data set 1 (a), data set 2 (b), data set 3 (c), and data set 4 (d). Inset: singular value zooming of 2D EEM data.

Table 5
Explained variance (%) of the first 15 PCs obtained by the unfolded and 2D PCA models for data sets 1–4.

PC Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 3 Data set 4

Unfolded 2D Unfolded 2D Unfolded 2D Unfolded 2D

1 11.96 20.38 59.38 77.36 46.07 57.92 82.47 89.30
2 10.42 17.07 9.65 10.23 11.58 13.42 10.82 8.68
3 8.85 13.71 6.33 4.08 8.47 7.28 2.04 0.85
4 7.53 11.92 5.33 3.08 7.01 7.04 0.73 0.60
5 6.00 8.17 3.35 1.74 5.21 5.31 0.53 0.27
6 5.32 7.55 3.14 0.96 4.69 3.24 0.48 0.12
7 5.02 6.23 1.93 0.92 4.19 1.44 0.45 0.10
8 4.54 5.49 1.84 0.55 2.28 1.11 0.38 0.05
9 4.31 4.69 1.63 0.44 1.96 0.80 0.32 0.03
10 4.15 4.03 1.46 0.29 1.37 0.70 0.29 –

11 3.85 0.76 1.24 0.21 1.25 0.47 0.23 –

12 3.78 0.00 1.02 0.10 1.12 0.27 0.20 –

13 3.72 – 0.68 0.05 0.93 0.21 0.18 –

14 3.54 – 0.58 – 0.76 0.18 0.16 –

15 3.16 – 0.56 – 0.70 0.14 0.15 –
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classification (CC%), accuracy (AC), sensitivity (SENS), specificity
(SPEC), positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive value (NPV),
positive likelihood ratio (LRþ), negative likelihood ratio (LR-), F-Score,
and G-Score [18,33,34]. Table 4 shows the equations utilized to calculate
each one of these parameters.

The CC% represents the number of samples correctly classified as
positive; the accuracy represents the total number of samples correctly
classified considering true and false negatives; the sensitivity measures
the proportion of positives that are correctly identified; the specificity
measures the proportion of negatives that are correctly identified; the
PPV shows how many of the test positives are true positives; the NPV
shows how many of the test negatives are true negatives; the
LR þ represents the ratio between the probability of predicting a sample
as positive when it is truly positive, and the probability of predicting a
sample as positive when it is actually negative; the LR-represents the

ratio between the probability of predicting a sample as negative when it
is actually positive, and the probability of predicting a sample as negative
when it is truly negative; the F-Score measures the performance of the
model considering imbalanced data; and G-Score measures the perfor-
mance of the model not accounting for the size of the classes [18,34].

4. Results

The four fluorescence data sets analyzed were built for two-category
discriminatory analysis as follows: (1) simulated fluorescence spectra
generated with different means and standard-deviation using normal
distribution; (2) spectra of cod fillets stored at 2 �C until one week (0–7
days) and stored from more than 14 days (14–21 days); (3) spectra of
healthy control and subjects with colorectal cancer (CRC) acquired in
plasma; and (4) spectra of plasma of control group with pathological
verified adenomas and subjects with CRC. The excitation and emission
wavelengths varied among the data sets as follows: 320–380 nm

Fig. 4. 2D-PCA scores on: PC 1 (a) and PC 2 (b) in data set 1; PC 1 (c) and PC 2 (d) in data
set 2; PC 1 (e) and PC 2 (f) in data set 3; and PC1 (g) and PC2 (h) in data set 4. Ex. stands
for excitation wavelength.

Fig. 5. 2D-PCA loadings on: PC 1 (a) and PC 2 (b) in data set 1; PC 1 (c) and PC 2 (d) in
data set 2; PC 1 (e) and PC 2 (f) in data set 3; and PC1 (g) and PC2 (h) in data set 4. Em.
stands for emission and Ex. for excitation wavelength.
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(excitation) and 410–530 nm (emission) in data set 1; 250–370 nm
(excitation) and 270–600 nm (emission) in dataset 2; 250–450 nm
(excitation) and 300–600 nm (emission) in dataset 3; and 385–425 nm
(excitation) and 585–680 nm (emission) in data set 4. Fig. 2 shows the
average EEM for each class in data sets 1–4. Visual inspection allows
identifying some distinguishing features among the EEM in each data set.
Significant differences between the mean of categories (P < 0.01) were
found for data sets 2 and 3.

2D-PCA was initially applied to the data in order to reduce the EEM
matrices into few principal components (PCs) accounting to the most of
the original explained variance. This removes possible noise and
redundant information from the original data, and speeds up computa-
tional analysis. The number of PCs was selected according to the highest
singular values obtaining using the SVD algorithm. The singular values
for each data set using unfolded and 2D matrices are shown in Fig. 3.

The singular value profiles using the unfolded and 2D matrices were
similar to each other; however, the 2D singular values had much lower
intensity. The number of PCs selected for each data set was equal to 10 in
data sets 1–3, and 8 in data set 4. The number of selected PCs for both
methods was the same in order to maintain consistency for comparing
the unfolded and 2D models. The percentage of explained variance for
the first 15 PCs in each data set is shown in Table 5.

As 2D-PCA algorithm was performed in excitation wavelength di-
rection, the maximum number of PCs is equal to the number of excitation
variables. Therefore, the algorithm does not reach 15 PCs in data sets 1, 2
and 4, since there are only 12, 13 and 9 excitation wavelengths in these
data sets, respectively. The scores and loadings generated in 2D-PCA are
two-dimensional, where each PC has its own scores and loadings
matrices. Each scores matrix has dimension of n samples by k excitation
wavelengths; and each loadings matrix has dimension of m emission

Fig. 6. Unfolded PCA scores and loadings for EEM data matrices. (a) scores and (b) loadings on PC1 and PC2 for data set 1; (c) scores and (d) loadings on PC1 and PC2 for data set 2; (e)
scores and (f) loadings on PC1 and PC2 for data set 3; and (g) scores and (h) loadings on PC1 and PC2 for data set 4. Em. stands for emission and Ex. for excitation wavelength. Loadings
profiles were folded back into the original 2D EEM dimension. A 95% confidence ellipse is shown in each scores plot.
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wavelengths by k excitation wavelengths. The two-dimensional scores
and loadings matrices on the 1st and 2nd PCs are shown in Figs. 4 and 5,
respectively.

The unfolded scores and loadings obtaining by PCA for data sets 1–4
are shown in Fig. 6. The difference between the 2D and unfolded profiles
of the scores and loadings matrices is clearly shown.

In order to classify the two categories present in each data set, regular
and two-dimensional LDA, QDA and SVMwere applied to the PCA scores
using unfolded and 2D mode, respectively. The correct classification (CC
%) rates obtained in training, validation and test sets are shown
in Table 6.

In order to evaluate the prediction performance of both unfolded and
2D classification algorithms, the statistical quality parameters of accu-
racy (AC), sensitivity (SENS), specificity (SPEC), positive predictive value
(PPV), negative predictive value (NPV), positive likelihood ratio (LRþ),
negative likelihood ratio (LR-), F-Score and G-Scores were calculated
using the test set (Table 7). These parameters provide more reliable in-
formation about the classification performance of each algorithm.

In data set 1 and 4, the best classification performance was obtained
by both PCA-SVM and 2D-PCA-SVM algorithms (G-Score¼ 80.0% in data
set 1; and G-Score ¼ 81.8% in data set 4). In addition, the 2D-PCA-SVM
algorithm had the best performance in data set 2 and 3 (G-Score¼ 88.2%
and 72.0%, respectively).

5. Discussion

5.1. Simulated data set

Despite having no chemical significance, simulated data is often used
as a primary data set to evaluate discriminatory performance of classi-
fication algorithms [2,22]. We create an EEM simulated data set (data set
1) based on a normal distribution having different means and standard-

deviations randomly generated for each class.
The effect of 2D-PCA reduction in this data set was very significant, in

which the first PC had almost double the explained variance than using
regular PCA with unfolded matrices (Table 5). This also reflected the
cumulative explained variance in the first 10 selected PCs, in which the
2D-PCA algorithm had a 45.73% higher explained variance (99.24%)
than unfolded PCA (68.10%).

The two-dimensional PCA scores (Fig. 4a and b) show no clear sep-
aration between classes 1 and 2, although a highly disperse profile is
observed, especially in PC1. On the other hand, the unfolded PCA scores
on the 1st and 2nd PCs (Fig. 6a) show an entirely superimposed profile, in
which no differences between the classes' scores are observed. The 2D-
PCA loadings on the 1st and 2nd PCs (Fig. 5a and b) are completely
different from the unfolded PCA. In the 2D-PCA, the loadings profile is
very dispersed among the excitation and emission wavelengths, where no
major area has higher coefficients; in contrast, the PCA loadings obtained
from the unfolded matrices (Fig. 6b) have higher coefficients along the
excitation wavelength close to 270 nm on both PC1 and PC2.

The PCA-QDA algorithm had the best correct classification (CC%)
rate in training, validation and test set (100%); however, its classification
performance was highly affected by a possible overfitting that reflected
poor accuracy, sensitivity and specificity in Table 6. The 100% PPV found
indicates the model's high ability to identify true positives; however, the
lower NPV (0.0%) indicates that the model is not able to identify false
negatives. This made the specificity of the model equal to 0.0%, gener-
ating a G-Score of 0%, thus indicating no classification ability. On the
other hand, despite 2D-PCA-QDA had a poor correct classification rate,
its classification performance was not affected by overfitting. The G-
Score of 65.2% indicates that this algorithmwas more efficient than PCA-
QDA, PCA-LDA and 2D-PCA-LDA algorithms, which had equal classifi-
cation ability (G-Score ¼ 60.0%).

The best classification performance for this data set was obtained
using both PCA-SVM and 2D-PCA-SVM algorithms (G-Score ¼ 80.0%).
SVM classifier usually achieves better classification rates than LDA and
QDA, since SVM is able to create a more complex decision boundary
between the classes, enabling classification of non-linearly separable
data [22,27].

5.2. Cod fillet data set

Determination of fish freshness is an important parameter to assess
quality. Fish retains their original characteristics closer to the harvest
[35]. EEM fluorescence spectra of relatively new cod samples stored at
2 �C up to 1 week (class 1) and relatively old cod samples stored at the
same temperature from more than 14 days (class 2) were analyzed in
order to create a discriminant model between these two classes (data set
2). The time distinction between the classes provokes changes in the
samples, such as microbiological growth and alterations in biochemical,
chemical and physical properties [35].

The EEM mean profile for classes 1 and 2 are very similar to each
other (Fig. 2c and d), where a very intense band is observed close to the
excitation wavelength of 300 nm and emission of 370 nm; and smaller
bands are present between 300 and 360 nm (excitation) and 370–400 nm
(emission) wavelengths.

Ten principal components were selected in PCA with cumulative
explained variance of 94.04% using unfolded PCA; and 99.65% using 2D-
PCA. 2D-PCA scores on the 1st and 2nd PCs (Fig. 4c and d) show no
discriminant profile between the two classes, since the scores are very
mixed. On the other hand, unfolded PCA scores on the 1st PC show some
distinction between fresh and aged samples along its axis (Fig. 6c). The
unfolded PCA loadings on PC1 and PC2 (Fig. 6d) show higher coefficients
in the same region as the most intense band in the EEM data. The 2D-PCA
loadings on the 1st and 2nd PCs have more distributed coefficients
among emission wavelengths between 370 and 400 nm (Fig. 5c and d),
including regions with smaller bands.

The correct classification (CC%) rate using unfolded PCA-LDA and

Table 6
Correct classification (CC%) for training, validation and test sets obtained using unfolded
and 2D classification algorithms in data sets 1–4.

Data set Correct classification (%)

Training Validation Test

1 Unfolded
PCA-LDA 65.0 60.0 60.0
PCA-QDA 100 100 100
PCA-SVM 97.5 70.0 80.0
2D
2D-PCA-LDA 60.0 60.0 60.0
2D-PCA-QDA 50.0 80.0 60.0
2D-PCA-SVM 90.0 50.0 80.0

2 Unfolded
PCA-LDA 94.5 93.3 82.4
PCA-QDA 89.0 86.7 82.4
PCA-SVM 100 80.0 76.5
2D
2D-PCA-LDA 79.5 93.3 47.1
2D-PCA-QDA 89.0 60.0 58.8
2D-PCA-SVM 100 93.3 88.2

3 Unfolded
PCA-LDA 70.5 82.6 60.9
PCA-QDA 69.5 65.2 60.9
PCA-SVM 81.9 78.3 60.9
2D
2D-PCA-LDA 60.0 73.9 69.6
2D-PCA-QDA 80.0 95.6 78.3
2D-PCA-SVM 89.5 73.9 78.3

4 Unfolded
PCA-LDA 57.7 54.5 63.6
PCA-QDA 57.7 54.5 63.6
PCA-SVM 76.0 59.1 81.8
2D
2D-PCA-LDA 70.2 77.3 77.3
2D-PCA-QDA 75.0 86.4 59.1
2D-PCA-SVM 82.7 54.5 81.8
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PCA-QDA algorithm were higher than using 2D-PCA-LDA and 2D-PCA-
QDA, despite the 2D algorithms having a better fit in the training set
(Table 6). For SVM-based algorithm, 2D-PCA-SVM had equally correct
classification in the training set (100%), and the best CC% in validation
and test set, with an increase of 16.6% and 15.3%, respectively. The
quality parameters of Table 7 also show this same trend, in which
unfolded PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA had better prediction performance
than 2D-PCA-LDA and 2D-PCA-QDA algorithms. Perhaps 2D-PCA incor-
porated more noise or no significant variations from data set 2 to the
model, as its loadings incorporate larger areas of the EEM data having no
significant bands, which could reduce the performance of 2D-LDA and
2D-QDA algorithms. As SVM have larger margins of separation between
the two classes, its classifier has more stability so that small disturbances
or noise do not cause misclassification [27]. Thus, 2D-PCA-SVM had the
best classification performance among the algorithms tested for this data
set with a G-Score of 88.2%. In fact, this model had the best classification
performance among all datasets as well, with accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, PPV, NPV, F-Score and G-score all equal to 88.2%; and it had
the largest values of LRþ (7.5) and LR- (0.1).

5.3. Colorectal cancer data set

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is one of the major causes of cancer-related
death in western countries [36], and its identification is very laborious
and invasive. In this sense, fluorescence technique allied with chemo-
metric tools have been used as a less-invasive and alternative method for
cancer identification without complex technology or elevated costs [30].
Fluorescence spectroscopy has great potential due its high sensitivity and
its interaction with many important plasma compounds [30]. Data set 3
was composed of fluorescence EEMs of plasma of patients in healthy
conditions (class 1) and diagnosed with CRC (classes 2). Both EEM data
for class 1 and 2 are very similar to each other (Fig. 2e and f); however,
class 2 has a little more intense mean intensity. The most intense bands
are in the region of 250–350 nm (excitation) and 300–400 nm (emission)

wavelengths. The ultraviolet area is dominated by excitation and emis-
sion of aromatic tyrosine and tryptophanamino acids, for this reason, it
corresponds to fluorescence of proteins; whereas the visible area is
characterized by excitation and emissions of vitamins and cofactors [30].

Ten PCs were selected during PCA, accounting for 92.83% (unfolded)
and 98.26% (2D) of cumulative explained variance. Both 2D (Fig. 4e and
f) and unfolded (Fig. 6e) PCA scores are very superimposed, with no clear
separation between the classes being observed. The loadings profile of
2D-PCA on the 1st and 2nd PCs (Fig. 5e and f) indicates higher co-
efficients in three different areas: (i) between 350 and 450 nm (excita-
tion) and 450–600 nm (emission) wavelengths; (ii) among the excitation
wavelength at 330 nm; and (iii) between 250 and 330 nm (excitation)
and 300–400 nm (emission) wavelengths. All these regions are related to
fluorescence bands on the original EEM data in the following order of
intensity: (iii) > (ii) > (i). In the unfolded PCA, the loadings on the 1st PC
had higher coefficients in region (iii), and the loadings on the 2nd PC in
regions (ii) and (iii). The CC% rate for data set 3 was higher using 2D
algorithms (Table 6), where all three algorithms (2D-PCA-LDA, 2D-PCA-
QDA, 2D-PCA-SVM) had higher CC% on the test set. Additionally, pre-
diction performance (Table 7) was higher using 2D algorithms, with the
exception of 2D-PCA-LDA.

Poor fitting in the training set of 2D-PCA-LDA (CC% ¼ 60.0%)
contributed to the presence of more false negatives, reducing its accuracy
to 56.2% and PPV to 43.5%. This directly affected the sensitivity and
specificity of the model, and consequently the G-Score (57.0%). All
unfolded algorithms had the same performance (G-Score ¼ 60.9%),
which was probably caused by both classes having similar variance
structures. The similarities between F-Score and G-Score also corroborate
this hypothesis, since the values were equal despite classes having
different sizes (class 1 ¼ 77 samples, and class 2 ¼ 74 samples). Most
likely the prior probability term πk in LDA and QDA equations (Eq. (5)
and Eq. (11), respectively) had low influence on the classification score.

The best classification performance was found using 2D-PCA-SVM (G-
Score ¼ 72.0%), with accuracy (71.7%), sensitivity (69.2%) and

Table 7
Statistical quality parameters obtained using unfolded and 2D classification algorithms in data sets 1–4. Accuracy (AC), sensitivity (SENS), specificity (SPEC), positive predictive value (PPV),
negative predictive value (NPV), F-Score, and G-Score are expressed in %. The model with best classification performance in each data set is highlighted in bold.

Data set AC SENS SPEC PPV NPV LRþ LR- F-Score G-Score

1 Unfolded
PCA-LDA 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 1.5 0.7 60.0 60.0
PCA-QDA 50.0 50.0 0.0 100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
PCA-SVM 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 4.0 0.2 80.0 80.0
2D
2D-PCA-LDA 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 1.5 0.7 60.0 60.0
2D-PCA-QDA 60.0 66.7 63.7 60.0 70.0 1.8 0.5 65.2 65.2
2D-PCA-SVM 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 80.0 4.0 0.2 80.0 80.0

2 Unfolded
PCA-LDA 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4 4.7 0.2 82.4 82.4
PCA-QDA 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4 82.4 4.7 0.2 82.4 82.4
PCA-SVM 76.5 76.5 76.5 76.5 76.5 3.2 0.3 76.5 76.5
2D
2D-PCA-LDA 52.9 53.3 52.6 47.1 58.8 1.1 0.9 52.9 52.9
2D-PCA-QDA 58.8 58.8 58.8 58.8 58.8 1.4 0.7 58.8 58.8
2D-PCA-SVM 88.2 88.2 88.2 88.2 88.2 7.5 0.1 88.2 88.2

3 Unfolded
PCA-LDA 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9 1.6 0.6 60.9 60.9
PCA-QDA 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9 1.6 0.6 60.9 60.9
PCA-SVM 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9 60.9 1.6 0.6 60.9 60.9
2D
2D-PCA-LDA 56.2 55.2 58.8 69.6 43.5 1.3 0.8 56.9 57.0
2D-PCA-QDA 65.2 62.1 70.6 78.3 52.2 2.1 0.5 66.1 66.2
2D-PCA-SVM 71.7 69.2 75.0 78.3 65.2 2.8 0.4 72.0 72.0

4 Unfolded
PCA-LDA 63.6 63.6 63.6 63.6 63.6 1.7 0.6 63.6 63.6
PCA-QDA 63.6 63.6 63.6 63.6 63.6 1.7 0.6 63.6 63.6
PCA-SVM 81.8 81.8 81.8 81.8 81.8 4.5 0.2 81.8 81.8
2D
2D-PCA-LDA 72.7 70.8 75.0 77.3 68.2 2.8 0.4 72.8 72.9
2D-PCA-QDA 59.1 59.1 59.1 59.1 59.1 1.4 0.7 59.1 59.1
2D-PCA-SVM 81.8 81.8 81.8 81.8 81.8 4.5 0.2 81.8 81.8
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specificity (75.0%) being respectively 17.7%, 13.6% and 23.2% higher
than unfolded PCA-SVM. The predictive performance of 2D-PCA-SVM is
comparable to known biomarkers for CRC in serum such as carcinoem-
bryonic antigen (CEA), which has sensitivity and specificity of 34% and
93%, respectively [30].

5.4. Adenomas versus CRC data set

Adenomas are tumors that are not cancer, and start in gland-like cells
of the epithelial tissue [37]. Adenomas of the colon are estimated to be
present in 20–53% of the U.S. population older than 50 years age [38].
They are categorized as either conventional adenomas or sessile serrated
polyps, and are known as precursors in the majority of cases of CRC [38].
Distinguishing them from CRC is an important task to perform appro-
priate treatment and to reduce the risk of cancer. In data set 4, EEM
fluorescence plasma spectra of patients with adenomas (class 1) and CRC
(class 2) were analyzed. The EEM data for class 1 and 2 (Fig. 2g and h)
was collected from a higher excitation wavelength than previous data
sets, and its format is quite distinguishing. The higher wavelengths
provide information about porphyrin fluorescence, which could be
related to cancer, since a high concentration of this compound has been
detected in blood from patients with cancer [30]. The fluorescence of
porphyrin is in the region of 405 nm (excitation)/610 nm (emission), and
400 nm (excitation)/620 nm (emission) [30]. However, similar profiles
are observed among the EEM for both classes, with slight differences
close to the emission wavelength of 585 nm.

PCA reduced the data into 8 selected PCs with cumulative explained
variance of 97.90% and 99.97% for unfolded and 2D algorithm,
respectively. The 2D-PCA scores on the 1st PC (Fig. 4g) show some class 2
excitation variables clearly separated from the rest along 390–420 nm;
while PC2 (Fig. 4h) has no clear discriminatory profile. The unfolded PCA
scores on the 1st and 2nd PCs (Fig. 6g) show that they are completely
superimposed, where only class 2 is visible. The 2D and unfolded PCA
loadings profiles on the 1st and 2nd PCs are similar, where the loadings
on PC1 have similar shape to the original EEM data; and the loadings on
PC2 has a region of higher coefficients between 405 and 420 nm (exci-
tation) and 585 m (emission) wavelengths (which was the area with the
main observable difference between the class 1 and 2). These regions
seem not related to the presence of porphyrin.

The CC% rate indicates better fitting with the training set using 2D
algorithms, however the CC% for the test set was higher using PCA-QDA
than 2D-PCA-QDA (Table 6). Furthermore, an equal CC% for test set
(81.8%) is obtained using PCA-SVM and 2D-PCA-SVM algorithms. This
same trend is observed in the quality parameters of Table 7, where PCA-
SVM and 2D-PCA-SVM have the best performance with equal figures of
merit. The values of sensitivity and specificity of 81.8% found by these
models are the second largest among all tested data sets, and seems to be
satisfactory for this type of application as the CEA biomarker has sensi-
tivity/specificity of 34/93% [30].

6. Conclusion

This paper demonstrated the use of 2D algorithms (2D-PCA-LDA, 2D-
PCA-QDA and 2D-PCA-SVM) as feature extraction and classification tools
for EEM fluorescence data. Four EEM data sets were investigated, with
one simulated and three real data ((i) discrimination of cod storage time;
(ii) identification of patients with colorectal cancer; and (iii) differenti-
ation of patients with adenomas and colorectal cancer). These data sets
were classified using unfolded (PCA-LDA, PCA-QDA, and PCA-SVM) and
2D algorithms; and their performances were compared according to
prediction quality parameters. The 2D-PCA-SVM algorithm had equal or
superior classification performance for all applications of two-category
discrimination in comparison with unfolded methods. In addition, ad-
vantages of using 2D-PCA-LDA and 2D-PCA-QDA rather than unfolded
PCA-LDA or PCA-QDA were observed for data sets 1, 3 and 4; where one
of these 2D algorithms had superior classification performance to its

unfolded version. These findings indicate that these 2D algorithms have
promising potential to be employed in classification applications using
EEM fluorescence spectroscopy, or even other types of data based on
three-way structures.
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CHAPTER 5 - CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 

 In this dissertation, multivariate classification techniques were developed for chemical 

and clinical applications in first and second-order data. In Chapter 2, PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA 

were employed in mass spectrometry data sets for detection of ovarian cancer based on serum 

metabolomics; and detection of prostate cancer and its stages based on serum proteomics. Using 

these algorithms, very satisfactory classification results were found for the tested data sets 

(sensitivity and specificity > 90%). In addition, these algorithms also significantly reduce the 

data, which considerably speeds up the computational analysis. The speed and solid 

classification results found by these algorithms for the tested applications show that they 

combine very well with the power of MS-based techniques. This provides very acceptable 

findings for developing fast, very accurate, less-invasive, and non-analysis dependent clinical 

procedures in the future, especially for screening purposes. 

 In Chapter 3, PCA-SVM, SPA-SVM and GA-SVM algorithms were used to 

discriminate Cryptococcus gattii and Cryptococcus neoformans fungi species. Five different 

types of SVM kernels (linear, quadratic, 3rd order polynomial, RBF and MLP) were evaluated 

by means of quality metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity and specificity providing high 

classification rates. SPA-SVM and GA-SVM algorithms with 3rd order polynomial kernels 

(SPA-SVM-P, GA-SVM-P) achieved classification rates of 100% in accuracy, sensitivity, 

specificity, F-Score, and G-Score, showing that these models have the ability to provide reliable 

class differentiation. SPA-SVM algorithm was highly influenced by amide I (1,635 cm-1) and 

phosphodiester (906 cm-1) vibrations, whereas GA-SVM had higher influences of C-O ribose 

(991 cm-1) and phosphodiester (912 cm-1) vibrations. This report supports the development of 

an alternative method to classify both fungus species using ATR-FTIR spectroscopy. This could 

speed up the analysis of these fungi, thereby increase its analytical frequency, reducing possible 

costs with reagents, and providing non-destructive data analysis.  
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 In Chapter 4, new two-dimensional algorithms (2D-PCA-LDA, 2D-PCA-QDA and 2D-

PCA-SVM) were utilized as feature extraction and classification tools for EEM fluorescence 

data sets. Five EEM data sets were investigated, with one simulated and three real data ((i) 

discrimination of cod storage time; (ii) identification of patients with colorectal cancer; and (iii) 

differentiation of patients with adenomas and colorectal cancer). Finally, a comparison between 

the 2D algorithms with their respectively unfolding version (PCA-LDA, PCA-QDA, and PCA-

SVM) was made based on statistical quality parameters. The 2D-PCA-SVM algorithm had 

equal or superior classification performance for all applications of two-category discrimination 

in comparison with unfolded methods. In addition, 2D-PCA-LDA and 2D-PCA-QDA have 

shown improvements over unfolded PCA-LDA and PCA-QDA for data sets 1, 3, 4 and 5. These 

findings indicate that these 2D algorithms have promising potential to be employed in 

classification applications using EEM fluorescence spectroscopy, or even other types of data 

based on three-way structures. 

  All algorithms proposed in this dissertation were proved to have great classification 

potential in different data sets. Therefore, it is expected in the future to expand its applications 

to other problems. For example, to classify digital images using the 2D algorithms. Other future 

perspective is to expand these algorithms to higher order applications, such as third-order data, 

to classify multispectral and hyperspectral images. 
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APPENDIX A – MAIN DISCRIMINANT ALGORITHMS FOR FIRST-ORDER DATA 

 Main code for principal component analysis quadratic discriminant analysis (PCA-

QDA) in MATLAB® language. 

1 function [ Scores,Loadings,t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest ] = pcaqda( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n ) 

2 %[ Scores,Loadings,t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest ] = pcaqda( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n ) 

3 %PCA-QDA by Camilo L. M. Morais (camilolelis07@hotmail.com), 2016. 

4 %   -- 

5 %   Output: Scores = PCA Scores; Loadings = PCA Loadings; t = QDA Discriminant 

6 %   Function; Ctrain = Predicted Group Train; Cval = Predicted Group Val; 

7 %   Ctest = Predicted Group Test . 

8 %   -- 

9 %   Input: n = Number of initial PCs estimates (default = 10). 

10 ifsize(n,1) == 0 

11 n = 10; 

12 end 

13 szTrain = size(Train,1); 

14 szVal = size(Val,1); 

15 szTest = size(Test,1); 

16 svd = svds(Train,n); 

17 %  

18 % SVD calculation 

19 % 

20 figure, 

21 plot(svd,'o-'); 

22 xlabel('PCs'); 

23 ylabel('Power'); 

24 title('SVD - select the number of PCs'); 

25 npc = input('Insert the number of PCs: '); 

26 % 

27 % PCA calculation 

28 % 

29 Xpca = [Train;Val;Test]; 

30 [Scores,Loadings] = pca(Xpca,npc); 

31 Scores_Train = Scores(1:szTrain,:); 

32 Scores_Val = Scores((szTrain+1):(szTrain+szVal),:); 

33 Scores_Test = Scores((szTrain+szVal+1):end,:); 

34 % 

35 % QDA calculation 

36 % 

37 [t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest] = 

tQDAcamilo(Scores_Train,Group_Train,Scores_Val,Group_Val,Scores_Test,Group_

Test); 

38 End 
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1 function [t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest] = tQDAcamilo( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test ) 

2 %[t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest] = tQDAcamilo( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test ) 

3 %Camilo L. M. Morais, QBQ/UFRN. 2016. 

4 %   camilolelis07@hotmail.com 

5 % 

6 % Covariance calculation 

7 % 

8 index1 = find(Group_Train == 1); 

9 index2 = find(Group_Train == 2); 

10 K1 = Train(index1,:); 

11 K2 = Train(index2,:); 

12 m1 = mean(K1); 

13 m2 = mean(K2); 

14 E1 = cov(K1); 

15 E2 = cov(K2); 

16 % 

17 % Distance calculation 

18 % 

19 for i=1:size(Train,1) 

20 d1(i,:) = (Train(i,:)-m1)*inv(E1)*(Train(i,:)-m1)' + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 

21 d2(i,:) = (Train(i,:)-m2)*inv(E2)*(Train(i,:)-m2)' + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

22 end 

23 for i=1:size(Val,1) 

24 d1a(i,:) = (Val(i,:)-m1)*inv(E1)*(Val(i,:)-m1)' + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 

25 d2a(i,:) = (Val(i,:)-m2)*inv(E2)*(Val(i,:)-m2)' + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

26 end 

27 for i=1:size(Test,1) 

28 d1b(i,:) = (Test(i,:)-m1)*inv(E1)*(Test(i,:)-m1)' + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 

29 d2b(i,:) = (Test(i,:)-m2)*inv(E2)*(Test(i,:)-m2)' + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

30 end 

31 t1 = (d1-d2); 

32 t2 = (d1a-d2a); 

33 t3 = (d1b-d2b); 

34 t = [t1;t2;t3]; 

35 index_train1 = find(Group_Train == 1); 

36 index_train2 = find(Group_Train == 2); 

37 index_val2 = find(Group_Val == 2); 

38 index_val1 = find(Group_Val == 1); 

39 index_test1 = find(Group_Test == 1); 

40 index_test2 = find(Group_Test == 2); 
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41 S1 = mean(t1(index_train1,:)); 

42 S2 = mean(t1(index_train2,:)); 

43 I1 = [index_train1;index_val1;index_test1]; 

44 I2 = [index_train2;index_val2;index_test2]; 

45 % 

46 % Classification rule 

47 % 

48 if S1 > 0 

49 P1 = 1; 

50 P2 = -1; 

51 else 

52 P1 = -1; 

53 P2 = 1; 

54 end 

55 Tcal1 = t1(index_train1,1); 

56 Tcal2 = t1(index_train2,1); 

57 Tval1 = t2(index_val1,1); 

58 Tval2 = t2(index_val2,1); 

59 Ttest1 = t3(index_test1,1); 

60 Ttest2 = t3(index_test2,1); 

61 % 

62 % Error calculation 

63 % 

64 for i=1:size(Tcal1,1) 

65 if S1 < 0 

66 if Tcal1(i,1) > 0 

67 Ecal1 = Ecal1+1; 

68 Ctrain1 = [Ctrain1;i]; 

69 end 

70 else 

71 if S1 > 0 

72 if Tcal1(i,1) < 0 

73 Ecal1 = Ecal1+1; 

74 Ctrain1 = [Ctrain1;i]; 

75 end 

76 end 

77 end 

78 end 

79 for j=1:size(Tcal2,1) 

80 if S2 < 0 

81 if Tcal2(j,1) > 0 

82 Ecal2 = Ecal2+1; 

83 Ctrain2 = [Ctrain2;j]; 

84 end 

85 else 

86 if S2 > 0 

87 if Tcal2(j,1) < 0 

88 Ecal2 = Ecal2+1; 

89 Ctrain2 = [Ctrain2;j]; 

90 end 
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91 end 

92 end 

93 end  

94 % Val 

95 for i=1:size(Tval1,1) 

96 if S1 < 0 

97 if Tval1(i,1) > 0 

98 Eval1 = Eval1+1; 

99 Cval1 = [Cval1;i]; 

100end 

101else 

102if S1 > 0 

103if Tval1(i,1) < 0 

104Eval1 = Eval1+1; 

105Cval1 = [Cval1;i]; 

106end 

107end 

108end 

109end 

110for j=1:size(Tval2,1) 

111if S2 < 0 

112if Tval2(j,1) > 0 

113Eval2 = Eval2+1; 

114Cval2 = [Cval2;j]; 

115end 

116else 

117if S2 > 0 

118if Tval2(j,1) < 0 

119Eval2 = Eval2+1; 

120Cval2 = [Cval2;j]; 

121end 

122end 

123end 

124end 

125% Test 

126for i=1:size(Ttest1,1) 

127if S1 < 0 

128if Ttest1(i,1) > 0 

129Etest1 = Etest1+1; 

130Ctest1 = [Ctest1;i]; 

131end 

132else 

133if S1 > 0 

134if Ttest1(i,1) < 0 

135Etest1 = Etest1+1; 

136Ctest1 = [Ctest1;i]; 

137end 

138end 

139end 

140end 
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141for j=1:size(Ttest2,1) 

142if S2 < 0 

143if Ttest2(j,1) > 0 

144Etest2 = Etest2+1; 

145Ctest2 = [Ctest2;j]; 

146end 

147else 

148if S2 > 0 

149if Ttest2(j,1) < 0 

150Etest2 = Etest2+1; 

151Ctest2 = [Ctest2;j]; 

152end 

153end 

154end 

155end 

156Ecal = Ecal1+Ecal2; 

157Eval = Eval1+Eval2; 

158Etest = Etest1+Etest2; 

159Ctrain = Group_Train; 

160Ctrain(Ctrain1,1) = 2; 

161Ctrain2 = Ctrain2+size(index_train1,1); 

162Ctrain(Ctrain2,1) = 1; 

163Cval = Group_Val; 

164Cval(Cval1,1) = 2; 

165Cval2 = Cval2+size(index_val1,1); 

166Cval(Cval2,1) = 1; 

167Ctest = Group_Test; 

168Ctest(Ctest1,1) = 2; 

169Ctest2 = Ctest2+size(index_test1,1); 

170Ctest(Ctest2,1) = 1; 

171end 

 

 

Main code for principal component analysis support vector machines (PCA-SVM) in 

MATLAB® language. 

 

1 function [ Scores,Loadings,Itrain,Ival,Itest,SV ] = pcasvm( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n,Nset ) 

2 %[ Scores,Loadings,Itrain,Ival,Itest,SV ] = pcasvm( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n,Nset ) 

3 %PCA-SVM by Camilo L. M. Morais (camilolelis07@hotmail.com), 2016. 

4 %   -- 

5 %   Output: Scores = PCA Scores; Loadings = PCA Loadings; Itrain = Predicted 

Group Train; Ival = Predicted Group Val; 

6 %   Itest = Predicted Group Test; 

7 %   SV = support vectors. 
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8 %   -- 

9 %   Input: n = Number of initial PCs estimates (default = 10); Nset = 

10 %   number of samples of class 1. 

11 if size(n,1) == 0 

12 n = 10; 

13 end 

14 ntrain = Nset(1,1); 

15 nval = Nset(2,1); 

16 ntest = Nset(3,1); 

17 szTrain = size(Train,1); 

18 szVal = size(Val,1); 

19 szTest = size(Test,1); 

20 % 

21 % SVD calculation 

22 % 

23 svd = svds(Train,n); 

24 figure, 

25 plot(svd,'o-'); 

26 xlabel('PCs'); 

27 ylabel('Power'); 

28 title('SVD - select the number of PCs'); 

29 npc = input('Insert the number of PCs: '); 

30 % 

31 % PCA calculation 

32 % 

33 Xpca = [Train;Val;Test]; 

34 [Scores,Loadings] = pca(Xpca,npc); 

35 Scores_Train = Scores(1:szTrain,:); 

36 Scores_Val = Scores((szTrain+1):(szTrain+szVal),:); 

37 Scores_Test = Scores((szTrain+szVal+1):end,:); 

38 disp('-----------------------------------------------------'); 

39 optionsvm = input('Select kernel function: (1) linear, (2) quadratic, (3) polynomial, (4) 

RBF, (5) MLP, (6) all: '); 

40 if optionsvm ~= 6 

41 switch optionsvm 

42 case 1 

43 param = 'linear'; 

44 case 2 

45 param = 'quadratic'; 

46 case 3 

47 param = 'polynomial'; 

48 case 4 

49 param = 'rbf'; 

50 case 5 

51 param = 'mlp'; 

52 end 

53 % 

54 % SVM calculation 

55 % 
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56 [SV,Itrain,Ival,Itest] = 

SVMcamilo(Scores_Train,Group_Train,Scores_Val,Group_Val,Scores_Test,Group_T

est,param,Nset); 

57 else 

58 disp('.'); 

59 disp('Linear'); 

60 [SV1,trainsvm1,valsvm1,testsvm1] = 

SVMcamilo(Scores_Train,Group_Train,Scores_Val,Group_Val,Scores_Test,Group_T

est,'linear',Nset); 

61 disp('.'); 

62 disp('Quadratic'); 

63 [SV2,trainsvm2,valsvm2,testsvm2] = 

SVMcamilo(Scores_Train,Group_Train,Scores_Val,Group_Val,Scores_Test,Group_T

est,'quadratic',Nset); 

64 disp('.'); 

65 disp('Polynomial'); 

66 [SV3,trainsvm3,valsvm3,testsvm3] = 

SVMcamilo(Scores_Train,Group_Train,Scores_Val,Group_Val,Scores_Test,Group_T

est,'polynomial',Nset); 

67 disp('.'); 

68 disp('RBF'); 

69 [SV4,trainsvm4,valsvm4,testsvm4] = 

SVMcamilo(Scores_Train,Group_Train,Scores_Val,Group_Val,Scores_Test,Group_T

est,'rbf',Nset); 

70 disp('.'); 

71 disp('MLP'); 

72 [SV5,trainsvm5,valsvm5,testsvm5] = 

SVMcamilo(Scores_Train,Group_Train,Scores_Val,Group_Val,Scores_Test,Group_T

est,'mlp',Nset); 

73 disp('.'); 

74 finalsvm = input('Choose kernel function: (1) linear, (2) quadratic, (3) polynomial, (4) 

RBF, (5) MLP: '); 

75 switch finalsvm 

76 case 1 

77 SV = SV1; 

78 Itrain = trainsvm1; 

79 Ival = valsvm1; 

80 Itest = testsvm1; 

81 case 2 

82 SV = SV2; 

83 Itrain = trainsvm2; 

84 Ival = valsvm2; 

85 Itest = testsvm2; 

86 case 3 

87 SV = SV3; 

88 Itrain = trainsvm3; 

89 Ival = valsvm3; 

90 Itest = testsvm3; 

91 case 4 

92 SV = SV4; 
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93 Itrain = trainsvm4; 

94 Ival = valsvm4; 

95 Itest = testsvm4; 

96 case 5 

97 SV = SV5; 

98 Itrain = trainsvm5; 

99 Ival = valsvm5; 

100Itest = testsvm5; 

101end 

102end 

103end 

 

1 function [ SV,trainsvm,valsvm,testsvm] = SVMcamilo( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,param,Nset ) 

2 %[ SV,trainsvm,valsvm,testsvm] = SVMcamilo( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,param,Nset ) 

3 %Camilo L. M. Morais (camilolelis07@hotmail.com), QBQ/UFRN, 2016. 

4 ntrain = Nset(1,1); 

5 nval = Nset(2,1); 

6 ntest = Nset(3,1); 

7 szTrain = size(Train,1); 

8 szVal = size(Val,1); 

9 szTest = size(Test,1); 

10 Group_Train_SVM = Group_Train; 

11 Group_Train_SVM(find(Group_Train==1))=-1; 

12 Group_Train_SVM(find(Group_Train==2))=1; 

13 Group_Val_SVM = Group_Val; 

14 Group_Val_SVM(find(Group_Val==1))=-1; 

15 Group_Val_SVM(find(Group_Val==2))=1; 

16 Group_Test_SVM = Group_Test; 

17 Group_Test_SVM(find(Group_Test==1))=-1; 

18 Group_Test_SVM(find(Group_Test==2))=1; 

19 % 

20 % SVM classification 

21 % 

22 svmstruct = svmtrain(Train,Group_Train_SVM,'kernel_function',param); 

23 SV = svmstruct.SupportVectors; 

24 trainsvm = svmclassify(svmstruct,Train); 

25 valsvm = svmclassify(svmstruct,Val); 

26 testsvm = svmclassify(svmstruct,Test); 

27 Itrain = trainsvm; 

28 Ival = valsvm; 

29 Itest = testsvm; 

30 % 

31 % Error calculation 

32 % 

33 Etrain1 = abs(Itrain(1:ntrain,1)-Group_Train_SVM(1:ntrain,1)); 

34 Etrain1 = sum(Etrain1); 

35 Etrain2 = abs(Itrain((ntrain+1):end,1)-Group_Train_SVM((ntrain+1):end,1)); 

36 Etrain2 = sum(Etrain2); 
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37 Etrain = (Etrain1+Etrain2)/2; 

38 Eval1 = abs(Ival(1:nval,1)-Group_Val_SVM(1:nval,1)); 

39 Eval1 = sum(Eval1); 

40 Eval2 = abs(Ival((nval+1):end,1)-Group_Val_SVM((nval+1):end,1)); 

41 Eval2 = sum(Eval2); 

42 Eval = (Eval1+Eval2)/2; 

43 Etest1 = abs(Itest(1:ntest,1)-Group_Test_SVM(1:ntest,1)); 

44 Etest1 = sum(Etest1); 

45 Etest2 = abs(Itest((ntest+1):end,1)-Group_Test_SVM((ntest+1):end,1)); 

46 Etest2 = sum(Etest2); 

47 Etest = (Etest1+Etest2)/2; 

48 % 

49 % Print results 

50 % 

51 disp('----------------------------------------------------'); 

52 disp('Training error:'); 

53 disp(['Class 1: ', num2str(Etrain1/2)]); 

54 disp(['Class 2: ', num2str(Etrain2/2)]); 

55 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Etrain)]); 

56 disp('.'); 

57 disp('Validation error:'); 

58 disp(['Class 1: ', num2str(Eval1/2)]); 

59 disp(['Class 2: ', num2str(Eval2/2)]); 

60 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Eval)]); 

61 disp('.'); 

62 disp('Test error:'); 

63 disp(['Class 1: ', num2str(Etest1/2)]); 

64 disp(['Class 2: ', num2str(Etest2/2)]); 

65 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Etest)]); 

66 end 

 

 

 

 

 

Main code for genetic algorithm support vector machines (GA-SVM) in MATLAB® 

language. 

 

1 function [ l,Itrain,Ival,Itest,SV ] = gasvm( 

pop,NG,Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,N1,N2,Nset ) 

2 %[ l,Itrain,Ival,Itest,SV ] = gasvm( 

pop,NG,Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,N1,N2,Ntest ) 

3 %GA-SVM by Camilo L. M. Morais (camilolelis07@hotmail.com), 2017. 

4 %   -- 

5 %   Output: l = selected variables; Itrain = Predicted Group Train; Ival = Predicted 

Group Val; 

6 %   Itest = Predicted Group Test; 

7 %   SV = support vectors. 
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8 %   -- 

9 %   Input: pop = number of populations (must be even); NG = number of 

10 %   generations (must be even); N1 = inferior limit for GA; N2 = superior limit for 

GA; Nset = 

11 %   number of samples of class 1. 

12 ntrain = Nset(1,1); 

13 nval = Nset(2,1); 

14 ntest = Nset(3,1); 

15 szTrain = size(Train,1); 

16 szVal = size(Val,1); 

17 szTest = size(Test,1); 

18 % 

19 % GA calculation 

20 % 

21 [l,optlamb,fitlog,class_Train,class_Test,class_Pred]=Galda_v1p1(pop,NG,Train,Grou

p_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,N1,N2); 

22 Var_Train = Train(:,l); 

23 Var_Val = Val(:,l); 

24 Var_Test = Test(:,l); 

25 disp('-----------------------------------------------------'); 

26 optionsvm = input('Select kernel function: (1) linear, (2) quadratic, (3) polynomial, (4) 

RBF, (5) MLP, (6) all: '); 

27 if optionsvm ~= 6 

28 switch optionsvm 

29 case 1 

30 param = 'linear'; 

31 case 2 

32 param = 'quadratic'; 

33 case 3 

34 param = 'polynomial'; 

35 case 4 

36 param = 'rbf'; 

37 case 5 

38 param = 'mlp'; 

39 end 

40 % 

41 % SVM calculation 

42 % 

43 [SV,Itrain,Ival,Itest] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,para

m,Nset);   

44 else 

45 disp('.'); 

46 disp('Linear'); 

47 [SV1,trainsvm1,valsvm1,testsvm1] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'linea

r',Nset); 

48 disp('.'); 

49 disp('Quadratic'); 
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50 [SV2,trainsvm2,valsvm2,testsvm2] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'quad

ratic',Nset); 

51 disp('.'); 

52 disp('Polynomial'); 

53 [SV3,trainsvm3,valsvm3,testsvm3] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'poly

nomial',Nset); 

54 disp('.'); 

55 disp('RBF'); 

56 [SV4,trainsvm4,valsvm4,testsvm4] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'rbf',

Nset); 

57 disp('.'); 

58 disp('MLP'); 

59 [SV5,trainsvm5,valsvm5,testsvm5] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'mlp',

Nset); 

60 disp('.'); 

61 finalsvm = input('Choose kernel function: (1) linear, (2) quadratic, (3) polynomial, (4) 

RBF, (5) MLP: '); 

62 switch finalsvm 

63 case 1 

64 SV = SV1; 

65 Itrain = trainsvm1; 

66 Ival = valsvm1; 

67 Itest = testsvm1; 

68 case 2 

69 SV = SV2; 

70 Itrain = trainsvm2; 

71 Ival = valsvm2; 

72 Itest = testsvm2; 

73 case 3 

74 SV = SV3; 

75 Itrain = trainsvm3; 

76 Ival = valsvm3; 

77 Itest = testsvm3; 

78 case 4 

79 SV = SV4; 

80 Itrain = trainsvm4; 

81 Ival = valsvm4; 

82 Itest = testsvm4; 

83 case 5 

84 SV = SV5; 

85 Itrain = trainsvm5; 

86 Ival = valsvm5; 

87 Itest = testsvm5; 

88 end 

89 end 

90 end 
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Main code for successive projections algorithm support vector machines (SPA-SVM) 

in MATLAB® language. 

1 function [l,Itrain,Ival,Itest,SV ] = 

spasvm(Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,N1,N2,Nset ) 

2 %[l,Itrain,Ival,Itest,SV ] = 

spasvm(Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,N1,N2,Nset ) 

3 %   SPA-SVM by Camilo L. M. Morais (camilolelis07@hotmail.com), 2016. 

4 %   -- 

5 %   Output: l = selected variables; Itrain =Predicted  Group Train; Ival = Predicted 

Group Val; 

6 %   Itest = Predicted  Group Test; 

7 %   SV = support vectors. 

8 %   -- 

9 %   Input: N1 = inferior limit for SPA; N2 = superior limit for SPA;  Nset = 

10 %   number of samples of class 1. 

11 ntrain = Nset(1,1); 

12 nval = Nset(2,1); 

13 ntest = Nset(3,1); 

14 szTrain = size(Train,1); 

15 szVal = size(Val,1); 

16 szTest = size(Test,1); 

17 % 

18 % SPA calculation 

19 % 

20 [l,R,Lopt,class_test,class_pred,Errors_Pred] = 

selecaoaps_internalvalidation(Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,N1

,N2); 

21 Var_Train = Train(:,l); 

22 Var_Val = Val(:,l); 

23 Var_Test = Test(:,l); 

24 disp('-----------------------------------------------------'); 

25 optionsvm = input('Select kernel function: (1) linear, (2) quadratic, (3) polynomial, (4) 

RBF, (5) MLP, (6) all: '); 

26 if optionsvm ~= 6 

27 switch optionsvm 

28 case 1 

29 param = 'linear'; 

30 case 2 

31 param = 'quadratic'; 

32 case 3 

33 param = 'polynomial'; 

34 case 4 

35 param = 'rbf'; 

36 case 5 

37 param = 'mlp'; 

38 end 
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39 % 

40 % SVM calculation 

41 % 

42 [SV,Itrain,Ival,Itest] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,para

m,Nset); 

43 else 

44 disp('.'); 

45 disp('Linear'); 

46 [SV1,trainsvm1,valsvm1,testsvm1] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'linea

r',Nset); 

47 disp('.'); 

48 disp('Quadratic'); 

49 [SV2,trainsvm2,valsvm2,testsvm2] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'quad

ratic',Nset); 

50 disp('.'); 

51 disp('Polynomial'); 

52 [SV3,trainsvm3,valsvm3,testsvm3] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'poly

nomial',Nset); 

53 disp('.'); 

54 disp('RBF'); 

55 [SV4,trainsvm4,valsvm4,testsvm4] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'rbf',

Nset); 

56 disp('.'); 

57 disp('MLP'); 

58 [SV5,trainsvm5,valsvm5,testsvm5] = 

SVMcamilo(Var_Train,Group_Train,Var_Val,Group_Val,Var_Test,Group_Test,'mlp',

Nset); 

59 disp('.'); 

60 finalsvm = input('Choose kernel function: (1) linear, (2) quadratic, (3) polynomial, (4) 

RBF, (5) MLP: '); 

61 switch finalsvm 

62 case 1 

63 SV = SV1; 

64 Itrain = trainsvm1; 

65 Ival = valsvm1; 

66 Itest = testsvm1; 

67 case 2 

68 SV = SV2; 

69 Itrain = trainsvm2; 

70 Ival = valsvm2; 

71 Itest = testsvm2; 

72 case 3 

73 SV = SV3; 

74 Itrain = trainsvm3; 

75 Ival = valsvm3; 
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76 Itest = testsvm3; 

77 case 4 

78 SV = SV4; 

79 Itrain = trainsvm4; 

80 Ival = valsvm4; 

81 Itest = testsvm4; 

82 case 5 

83 SV = SV5; 

84 Itrain = trainsvm5; 

85 Ival = valsvm5; 

86 Itest = testsvm5; 

87 end 

88 end 

89 end 
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APPENDIX B – MAIN DISCRIMINANT ALGORITHMS FOR SECOND-ORDER 

DATA 

Main code for two-dimensional principal component analysis linear discriminant 

analysis (2D-PCA-LDA) in MATLAB® language. 

 

1 function [ t,T,L,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V ] = pcalda2d ( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n ) 

2 %[ t,T,L,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V ] = pcaqda2d ( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n ) 

3 %Camilo L. M. Morais, QBQ/UFRN, 2017. 

4 %   camilolelis07@hotmail.com 

5 % INITIALIZING VARIABLES 

6 T = []; 

7 L = []; 

8 X = []; 

9 Xm = []; 

10 count = 0; 

11 % JOINING TENSORS AND CHECKING FOR NAN OR INF VALUES 

12 X = [Train;Val;Test]; 

13 for m=1:size(X,1) 

14 for n=1:size(X,2) 

15 for l=1:size(X,3) 

16 if isnan(X(m,n,l))==1 || isinf(X(m,n,l))==1 

17 X(m,n,l) = 0; 

18 count = count+1; 

19 end 

20 end 

21 end 

22 end 

23 disp(['Your data has ', num2str(count), ' erros']); 

24 % SVD 

25 opsvd = input('SVD using mean (0) or excitation wavelenth (insert the variable) '); 

26 opsvd = double(opsvd); 

27 if opsvd == 0 

28 for m=1:size(X,1) 

29 Xm(m,:) = reshape(mean(X(m,:,:)),1,size(X,3)); 

30 end  

31 svd = svds(Xm,n); 

32 else 

33 Xm = reshape(X(:,:,opsvd),size(X,1),size(X,2)); 

34 svd = svds(Xm,n);    

35 end 

36 figure, 

37 plot(svd,'o-'); 

38 npca = input('Insert the number of components: '); 
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39 npca = double(npca); 

40 mc = input('Do you want to use mean center: (1) YES, (2) NO '); 

41 auto = input('Do you want to use autoscaling: (1) YES, (2) NO '); 

42 if mc==1 

43 for i=1:size(X,3) 

44 Xmc(:,:,i) = meancenter(X(:,:,i));  

45 end 

46 X = Xmc; 

47 end 

48 if auto==1 

49 for i=1:size(X,3) 

50 Xmc(:,:,i) = autoscalling(X(:,:,i));  

51 end 

52 X = Xmc; 

53 end 

54 % PCA 

55 for i=1:size(X,3) 

56 X1 = reshape(X(:,:,i),size(X,1),size(X,2)); 

57 [T(:,:,i),L(:,:,i)]=pca(X1,npca); 

58 end 

59 Ttrain = T(1:size(Train,1),:,:); 

60 Tval = T((size(Train,1)+1):(size(Train,1)+size(Val,1)),:,:); 

61 Ttest = T((size(Train,1)+size(Val,1)+1):end,:,:); 

62 [t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V] = tLDA2D( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test ); 

63 end 

 

1 function [t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V] = tLDA2D( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test ) 

2 %[t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V] = tLDA2D( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test ) 

3 %Camilo L. M. Morais, QBQ/UFRN. 2017. 

4 %   camilolelis07@hotmail.com 

5 % INITIALIZING VARIABLES 

6 [sx1,sy1,sz1] = size(Train); 

7 [sx2,sy2,sz2] = size(Val); 

8 [sx3,sy3,sz3] = size(Test); 

9 index1 = find(Group_Train == 1); 

10 index2 = find(Group_Train == 2); 

11 % COVARIANCE MATRIX 

12 K1 = Train(index1,:,:); 

13 K2 = Train(index2,:,:); 

14 m1 = mean(K1); 

15 m1 = reshape(m1,sy1,sz1); 

16 m2 = mean(K2); 

17 m2 = reshape(m2,sy1,sz1); 

18 Cov1=[]; 

19 Cov2=[]; 

20 for i=1:size(K1,1) 

21 A1 = K1(i,:,:); 
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22 A1 = reshape(A1,sy1,sz1); 

23 M = mean(K1); 

24 M = reshape(M,sy1,sz1); 

25 Cov1(i,:,:) = (A1-M)*(A1-M)'; 

26 end 

27 Cov1S = sum(Cov1); 

28 Cov1S = reshape(Cov1S,size(Cov1S,2),size(Cov1S,3)); 

29 E1 = Cov1S.*(1/(1-size(K1,1))); 

30 for i=1:size(K2,1) 

31 A2 = K2(i,:,:); 

32 A2 = reshape(A2,sy1,sz1); 

33 M = mean(K2); 

34 M = reshape(M,sy1,sz1); 

35 Cov2(i,:,:) = (A2-M)*(A2-M)'; 

36 end 

37 Cov2S = sum(Cov2); 

38 Cov2S = reshape(Cov2S,size(Cov2S,2),size(Cov2S,3)); 

39 E2 = Cov2S.*(1/(1-size(K2,1))); 

40 E = (1/size(Train,1)).*(size(K1,1).*E1+size(K2,1).*E2); 

41 % 

42 % Distance calculation 

43 % 

44 for i=1:size(Train,1) 

45 TrainI = Train(i,:,:); 

46 TrainI = reshape(TrainI,size(Train,2),size(Train,3)); 

47 d1(i,:,:) = (TrainI-m1)'*inv(E)*(TrainI-m1)  - 2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 

48 d2(i,:,:) = (TrainI-m2)'*inv(E)*(TrainI-m2)  - 2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

49 end 

50 for i=1:size(Val,1) 

51 ValI = Val(i,:,:); 

52 ValI = reshape(ValI,size(Val,2),size(Val,3)); 

53 d1a(i,:,:) = (ValI-m1)'*inv(E)*(ValI-m1) - 2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 

54 d2a(i,:,:) = (ValI-m2)'*inv(E)*(ValI-m2) - 2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

55 end 

56 for i=1:size(Test,1) 

57 TestI = Test(i,:,:); 

58 TestI = reshape(TestI,size(Test,2),size(Test,3)); 

59 d1b(i,:,:) = (TestI-m1)'*inv(E)*(TestI-m1) - 2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 

60 d2b(i,:,:) = (TestI-m2)'*inv(E)*(TestI-m2) - 2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

61 end 

62 t1 = (d1-d2); 

63 t2 = (d1a-d2a); 

64 t3 = (d1b-d2b); 

65 t = [t1;t2;t3]; 

66 % 

67 % Classification rule 

68 % 

69 index_train1 = find(Group_Train == 1); 

70 index_train2 = find(Group_Train == 2); 

71 index_val2 = find(Group_Val == 2); 
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72 index_val1 = find(Group_Val == 1); 

73 index_test1 = find(Group_Test == 1); 

74 index_test2 = find(Group_Test == 2); 

75 S1 = mean(t1(index_train1,:)); 

76 S2 = mean(t1(index_train2,:)); 

77 I1 = [index_train1;index_val1;index_test1]; 

78 I2 = [index_train2;index_val2;index_test2]; 

79 if S1 > 0 

80 P1 = 1; 

81 P2 = -1; 

82 else 

83 P1 = -1; 

84 P2 = 1; 

85 end 

86 Tcal1 = t1(index_train1,:,:); 

87 Tcal2 = t1(index_train2,:,:); 

88 Tval1 = t2(index_val1,:,:); 

89 Tval2 = t2(index_val2,:,:); 

90 Ttest1 = t3(index_test1,:,:); 

91 Ttest2 = t3(index_test2,:,:); 

92 Ecal1 = 0; 

93 Ecal2 = 0; 

94 Eval1 = 0; 

95 Eval2 = 0; 

96 Etest1 = 0; 

97 Etest2 = 0; 

98 Ctrain1 = []; 

99 Ctrain2 = []; 

100Cval1 = []; 

101Cval2 = []; 

102Ctest1 = []; 

103Ctest2 = []; 

104Eval_1 = zeros(size(Tval1,1),size(Tval1,2),size(Tval1,3)); 

105size(Eval_1) 

106Eval_2 = zeros(size(Tval2,1),size(Tval2,2),size(Tval2,3)); 

107size(Eval_2) 

108%  ERRORS 

109S1 = mean2(Tcal1); 

110S2 = mean2(Tcal2); 

111disp('----------------------------------------'); 

112disp(['Mean of class 1 ', num2str(S1)]); 

113disp(['Mean of class 2 ', num2str(S2)]); 

114if S1>0 

115for i=1:size(Tval1,1) 

116for j=1:size(Tval1,2) 

117for k=1:size(Tval1,3) 

118if Tval1(i,j,k)<0 

119Eval_1(i,j,k) = Eval_1(i,j,k)+1; 

120end 

121end 
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122end 

123end 

124end 

125if S2>0 

126for i=1:size(Tval2,1) 

127for j=1:size(Tval2,2) 

128for k=1:size(Tval2,3) 

129if Tval2(i,j,k)<0 

130Eval_2(i,j,k) = Eval_2(i,j,k)+1; 

131end 

132end 

133end 

134end 

135end 

136Eval_1 = reshape(Eval_1,size(Eval_1,1),size(Eval_1,2)*size(Eval_1,3)); 

137Eval_2 = reshape(Eval_2,size(Eval_2,1),size(Eval_2,2)*size(Eval_2,3)); 

138Tcal1c = []; 

139Tcal2c = []; 

140Tval1c = []; 

141Tval2c = []; 

142Ttest1c = []; 

143Ttest2c = []; 

144A1 = sum(Eval_1); 

145[B1,IB1] = min(A1); 

146A2 = sum(Eval_2); 

147[B2,IB2] = min(A2); 

148Tcal1 = reshape(Tcal1,size(Tcal1,1),size(Tcal1,2)*size(Tcal1,3)); 

149Tcal2 = reshape(Tcal2,size(Tcal2,1),size(Tcal2,2)*size(Tcal2,3)); 

150Tval1 = reshape(Tval1,size(Tval1,1),size(Tval1,2)*size(Tval1,3)); 

151Tval2 = reshape(Tval2,size(Tval2,1),size(Tval2,2)*size(Tval2,3)); 

152Ttest1 = reshape(Ttest1,size(Ttest1,1),size(Ttest1,2)*size(Ttest1,3)); 

153Ttest2 = reshape(Ttest2,size(Ttest2,1),size(Ttest2,2)*size(Ttest2,3)); 

154Tcal1 = Tcal1(:,IB1); 

155Tcal2 = Tcal2(:,IB2); 

156Tval1 = Tval1(:,IB1); 

157Tval2 = Tval2(:,IB2); 

158Ttest1 = Ttest1(:,IB1); 

159Ttest2 = Ttest2(:,IB2); 

160for i=1:size(Tcal1,1) 

161if Tcal1(i,1)<0 

162Ecal1 = Ecal1+1; 

163Ctrain1 = [Ctrain1;i]; 

164end 

165end 

166for i=1:size(Tval1,1) 

167if Tval1(i,1)<0 

168Eval1 = Eval1+1; 

169Cval1 = [Cval1;i]; 

170end 

171end 
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172for i=1:size(Ttest1,1) 

173if Ttest1(i,1)<0 

174Etest1 = Etest1+1; 

175Ctest1 = [Ctest1;i]; 

176end 

177end 

178for i=1:size(Tcal2,1) 

179if Tcal2(i,1)>0 

180Ecal2 = Ecal2+1; 

181Ctrain2 = [Ctrain2;j]; 

182end 

183end 

184for i=1:size(Tval2,1) 

185if Tval2(i,1)>0 

186Eval2 = Eval2+1; 

187Cval2 = [Cval2;i]; 

188end 

189end 

190for i=1:size(Ttest2,1) 

191if Ttest2(i,1)>0 

192Etest2 = Etest2+1; 

193Ctest2 = [Ctest2;i]; 

194end 

195end 

196Ecal = Ecal1+Ecal2; 

197Eval = Eval1+Eval2; 

198Etest = Etest1+Etest2; 

199Ctrain = Group_Train; 

200Ctrain(Ctrain1,1) = 2; 

201Ctrain2 = Ctrain2+size(index_train1,1); 

202Ctrain(Ctrain2,1) = 1; 

203Cval = Group_Val; 

204Cval(Cval1,1) = 2; 

205Cval2 = Cval2+size(index_val1,1); 

206Cval(Cval2,1) = 1; 

207Ctest = Group_Test; 

208Ctest(Ctest1,1) = 2; 

209Ctest2 = Ctest2+size(index_test1,1); 

210Ctest(Ctest2,1) = 1; 

211% 

212% Print results 

213% 

214disp('---------------------------------------------'); 

215disp(['Training errors of class 1: ', num2str(Ecal1)]); 

216disp(['Training errors of class 2: ', num2str(Ecal2)]); 

217disp(['Total Training errors: ', num2str(Ecal)]); 

218disp('---------------------------------------------'); 

219disp(['Validation errors of class 1: ', num2str(Eval1)]); 

220disp(['Validation errors of class 2: ', num2str(Eval2)]); 

221disp(['Total Validation errors: ', num2str(Eval)]); 
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222disp('---------------------------------------------'); 

223disp(['Test errors of class 1: ', num2str(Etest1)]); 

224disp(['Test errors of class 2: ', num2str(Etest2)]); 

225disp(['Total Test errors: ', num2str(Etest)]); 

226end 

 

Main code for two-dimensional principal component analysis quadratic discriminant 

analysis (2D-PCA-QDA) in MATLAB® language. 

1 function [ t,T,L,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V ] = pcaqda2d ( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n ) 

2 %[ t,T,L,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V ] = pcaqda2d ( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n ) 

3 %Camilo L. M. Morais, QBQ/UFRN, 2017. 

4 %   camilolelis07@hotmail.com 

5 % INITIALIZING VARIABLES 

6 T = []; 

7 L = []; 

8 X = []; 

9 Xm = []; 

10 count = 0; 

11 % JOINING TENSORS AND CHECKING FOR NAN OR INF VALUES 

12 X = [Train;Val;Test]; 

13 for m=1:size(X,1) 

14 for n=1:size(X,2) 

15 for l=1:size(X,3) 

16 if isnan(X(m,n,l))==1 || isinf(X(m,n,l))==1 

17 X(m,n,l) = 0; 

18 count = count+1; 

19 end 

20 end 

21 end 

22 end 

23 disp(['Your data has ', num2str(count), ' erros']); 

24 % SVD 

25 opsvd = input('SVD using mean (0) or excitation wavelenth (insert the variable) '); 

26 opsvd = double(opsvd); 

27 if opsvd == 0 

28 for m=1:size(X,1) 

29 Xm(m,:) = reshape(mean(X(m,:,:)),1,size(X,3)); 

30 end  

31 svd = svds(Xm,n); 

32 else 

33 Xm = reshape(X(:,:,opsvd),size(X,1),size(X,2)); 

34 svd = svds(Xm,n);    

35 end 

36 figure, 

37 plot(svd,'o-'); 
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38 npca = input('Insert the number of components: '); 

39 npca = double(npca); 

40 mc = input('Do you want to use mean center: (1) YES, (2) NO '); 

41 auto = input('Do you want to use autoscaling: (1) YES, (2) NO '); 

42 if mc==1 

43 for i=1:size(X,3) 

44 Xmc(:,:,i) = meancenter(X(:,:,i));  

45 end 

46 X = Xmc; 

47 end 

48 if auto==1 

49 for i=1:size(X,3) 

50 Xmc(:,:,i) = autoscalling(X(:,:,i));  

51 end 

52 X = Xmc; 

53 end 

54 % PCA 

55 for i=1:size(X,3) 

56 X1 = reshape(X(:,:,i),size(X,1),size(X,2)); 

57 [T(:,:,i),L(:,:,i)]=pca(X1,npca); 

58 end 

59 % QDA 

60 Ttrain = T(1:size(Train,1),:,:); 

61 Tval = T((size(Train,1)+1):(size(Train,1)+size(Val,1)),:,:); 

62 Ttest = T((size(Train,1)+size(Val,1)+1):end,:,:); 

63  [t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V] = tQDA2D( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test ); 

64 end 

 

1 function [t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V] = tQDA2D( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test ) 

2 %[t,Ctrain,Cval,Ctest,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V] = tQDA2D( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test ) 

3 %Camilo L. M. Morais, QBQ/UFRN. 2017. 

4 %   camilolelis07@hotmail.com 

5 % TYPE OF DISCRIMINANT SCORES 

6 [sx1,sy1,sz1] = size(Train); 

7 [sx2,sy2,sz2] = size(Val); 

8 [sx3,sy3,sz3] = size(Test); 

9 index1 = find(Group_Train == 1); 

10 index2 = find(Group_Train == 2); 

11 K1 = Train(index1,:,:); 

12 K2 = Train(index2,:,:); 

13 m1 = mean(K1); 

14 m1 = reshape(m1,sy1,sz1); 

15 m2 = mean(K2); 

16 m2 = reshape(m2,sy1,sz1); 

17 %E1 = (1/size(K1,1))*(K1'*K1); 
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18 %E2 = (1/size(K2,1))*(K2'*K2); 

19 Cov1=[]; 

20 Cov2=[]; 

21 for i=1:size(K1,1) 

22 A1 = K1(i,:,:); 

23 A1 = reshape(A1,sy1,sz1); 

24 M = mean(K1); 

25 M = reshape(M,sy1,sz1); 

26 Cov1(i,:,:) = (A1-M)*(A1-M)'; 

27 end 

28 Cov1S = sum(Cov1); 

29 size(Cov1S) 

30 sy1 

31 sz1 

32 Cov1S = reshape(Cov1S,size(Cov1S,2),size(Cov1S,3)); 

33 E1 = Cov1S.*(1/(1-size(K1,1))); 

34 for i=1:size(K2,1) 

35 A2 = K2(i,:,:); 

36 A2 = reshape(A2,sy1,sz1); 

37 M = mean(K2); 

38 M = reshape(M,sy1,sz1); 

39 Cov2(i,:,:) = (A2-M)*(A2-M)'; 

40 end 

41 Cov2S = sum(Cov2); 

42 Cov2S = reshape(Cov2S,size(Cov2S,2),size(Cov2S,3)); 

43 E2 = Cov2S.*(1/(1-size(K2,1))); 

44 % 

45 % Distance calculation 

46 % 

47 for i=1:size(Train,1) 

48 TrainI = Train(i,:,:); 

49 TrainI = reshape(TrainI,size(Train,2),size(Train,3)); 

50 d1(i,:,:) = (TrainI-m1)'*inv(E1)*(TrainI-m1) + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 

51 d2(i,:,:) = (TrainI-m2)'*inv(E2)*(TrainI-m2) + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

52 end 

53 for i=1:size(Val,1) 

54 ValI = Val(i,:,:); 

55 ValI = reshape(ValI,size(Val,2),size(Val,3)); 

56 d1a(i,:,:) = (ValI-m1)'*inv(E1)*(ValI-m1) + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 

57 d2a(i,:,:) = (ValI-m2)'*inv(E2)*(ValI-m2) + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

58 end 

59 for i=1:size(Test,1) 

60 TestI = Test(i,:,:); 

61 TestI = reshape(TestI,size(Test,2),size(Test,3)); 

62 d1b(i,:,:) = (TestI-m1)'*inv(E1)*(TestI-m1) + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1)); 
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63 d2b(i,:,:) = (TestI-m2)'*inv(E2)*(TestI-m2) + log(det(E1)) - 

2*log(size(K1,1)/size(Train,1));   

64 end 

65 t1 = (d1-d2); 

66 t2 = (d1a-d2a); 

67 t3 = (d1b-d2b); 

68 t1c = []; 

69 t2c = []; 

70 t3c = []; 

71 t = [t1c;t2c;t3c]; 

72 index_train1 = find(Group_Train == 1); 

73 index_train2 = find(Group_Train == 2); 

74 index_val2 = find(Group_Val == 2); 

75 index_val1 = find(Group_Val == 1); 

76 index_test1 = find(Group_Test == 1); 

77 index_test2 = find(Group_Test == 2); 

78 % 

79 % Classification rule 

80 % 

81 S1 = mean(t1(index_train1,:)); 

82 S2 = mean(t1(index_train2,:)); 

83 I1 = [index_train1;index_val1;index_test1]; 

84 I2 = [index_train2;index_val2;index_test2]; 

85 if S1 > 0 

86 P1 = 1; 

87 P2 = -1; 

88 else 

89 P1 = -1; 

90 P2 = 1; 

91 end 

92 Tcal1 = t1(index_train1,:,:); 

93 Tcal2 = t1(index_train2,:,:); 

94 Tval1 = t2(index_val1,:,:); 

95 Tval2 = t2(index_val2,:,:); 

96 Ttest1 = t3(index_test1,:,:); 

97 Ttest2 = t3(index_test2,:,:); 

98 Ecal1 = 0; 

99 Ecal2 = 0; 

100Eval1 = 0; 

101Eval2 = 0; 

102Etest1 = 0; 

103Etest2 = 0; 

104Ctrain1 = []; 

105Ctrain2 = []; 

106Cval1 = []; 

107Cval2 = []; 

108Ctest1 = []; 

109Ctest2 = []; 

110Eval_1 = zeros(size(Tval1,1),size(Tval1,2),size(Tval1,3)); 

111size(Eval_1) 
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112Eval_2 = zeros(size(Tval2,1),size(Tval2,2),size(Tval2,3)); 

113size(Eval_2) 

114%  ERRORS 

115S1 = mean2(Tcal1); 

116S2 = mean2(Tcal2); 

117disp('----------------------------------------'); 

118disp(['Mean of class 1 ', num2str(S1)]); 

119disp(['Mean of class 2 ', num2str(S2)]); 

120if S1>0 

121for i=1:size(Tval1,1) 

122for j=1:size(Tval1,2) 

123for k=1:size(Tval1,3) 

124if Tval1(i,j,k)<0 

125Eval_1(i,j,k) = Eval_1(i,j,k)+1; 

126end 

127end 

128end 

129end 

130end 

131if S2>0 

132for i=1:size(Tval2,1) 

133for j=1:size(Tval2,2) 

134for k=1:size(Tval2,3) 

135if Tval2(i,j,k)<0 

136Eval_2(i,j,k) = Eval_2(i,j,k)+1; 

137end 

138end 

139end 

140end 

141end 

142Eval_1 = reshape(Eval_1,size(Eval_1,1),size(Eval_1,2)*size(Eval_1,3)); 

143Eval_2 = reshape(Eval_2,size(Eval_2,1),size(Eval_2,2)*size(Eval_2,3)); 

144Tcal1c = []; 

145Tcal2c = []; 

146Tval1c = []; 

147Tval2c = []; 

148Ttest1c = []; 

149Ttest2c = []; 

150A1 = sum(Eval_1); 

151[B1,IB1] = min(A1); 

152A2 = sum(Eval_2); 

153[B2,IB2] = min(A2); 

154Tcal1 = reshape(Tcal1,size(Tcal1,1),size(Tcal1,2)*size(Tcal1,3)); 

155Tcal2 = reshape(Tcal2,size(Tcal2,1),size(Tcal2,2)*size(Tcal2,3)); 

156Tval1 = reshape(Tval1,size(Tval1,1),size(Tval1,2)*size(Tval1,3)); 

157Tval2 = reshape(Tval2,size(Tval2,1),size(Tval2,2)*size(Tval2,3)); 

158Ttest1 = reshape(Ttest1,size(Ttest1,1),size(Ttest1,2)*size(Ttest1,3)); 

159Ttest2 = reshape(Ttest2,size(Ttest2,1),size(Ttest2,2)*size(Ttest2,3)); 

160Tcal1 = Tcal1(:,IB1); 

161Tcal2 = Tcal2(:,IB2); 
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162Tval1 = Tval1(:,IB1); 

163Tval2 = Tval2(:,IB2); 

164Ttest1 = Ttest1(:,IB1); 

165Ttest2 = Ttest2(:,IB2); 

166for i=1:size(Tcal1,1) 

167if Tcal1(i,1)<0 

168Ecal1 = Ecal1+1; 

169Ctrain1 = [Ctrain1;i]; 

170end 

171end 

172for i=1:size(Tval1,1) 

173if Tval1(i,1)<0 

174Eval1 = Eval1+1; 

175Cval1 = [Cval1;i]; 

176end 

177end 

178for i=1:size(Ttest1,1) 

179if Ttest1(i,1)<0 

180Etest1 = Etest1+1; 

181Ctest1 = [Ctest1;i]; 

182end 

183end 

184for i=1:size(Tcal2,1) 

185if Tcal2(i,1)>0 

186Ecal2 = Ecal2+1; 

187Ctrain2 = [Ctrain2;j]; 

188end 

189end 

190for i=1:size(Tval2,1) 

191if Tval2(i,1)>0 

192Eval2 = Eval2+1; 

193Cval2 = [Cval2;i]; 

194end 

195end 

196for i=1:size(Ttest2,1) 

197if Ttest2(i,1)>0 

198Etest2 = Etest2+1; 

199Ctest2 = [Ctest2;i]; 

200end 

201end 

202Ecal = Ecal1+Ecal2; 

203Eval = Eval1+Eval2; 

204Etest = Etest1+Etest2; 

205Ctrain = Group_Train; 

206Ctrain(Ctrain1,1) = 2; 

207Ctrain2 = Ctrain2+size(index_train1,1); 

208Ctrain(Ctrain2,1) = 1; 

209Cval = Group_Val; 

210Cval(Cval1,1) = 2; 

211Cval2 = Cval2+size(index_val1,1); 
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212Cval(Cval2,1) = 1; 

213Ctest = Group_Test; 

214Ctest(Ctest1,1) = 2; 

215Ctest2 = Ctest2+size(index_test1,1); 

216Ctest(Ctest2,1) = 1; 

217% 

218% Print resuls 

219% 

220disp('---------------------------------------------'); 

221disp(['Training errors of class 1: ', num2str(Ecal1)]); 

222disp(['Training errors of class 2: ', num2str(Ecal2)]); 

223disp(['Total Training errors: ', num2str(Ecal)]); 

224disp('---------------------------------------------'); 

225disp(['Validation errors of class 1: ', num2str(Eval1)]); 

226disp(['Validation errors of class 2: ', num2str(Eval2)]); 

227disp(['Total Validation errors: ', num2str(Eval)]); 

228disp('---------------------------------------------'); 

229disp(['Test errors of class 1: ', num2str(Etest1)]); 

230disp(['Test errors of class 2: ', num2str(Etest2)]); 

231disp(['Total Test errors: ', num2str(Etest)]); 

232end 

 

Main code for two-dimensional principal component analysis support vector machines 

(2D-PCA-SVM ) in MATLAB® language. 

1 function [ I,trainsvm,valsvm,testsvm,Etrain,Eval,Etest,SV ] = pcasvm2d ( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n,Nset ) 

2 %[ t,T,L,Ecal,Eval,Etest,V ] = pcaqda2d ( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,n ) 

3 %Camilo L. M. Morais, QBQ/UFRN, 2017. 

4 %   camilolelis07@hotmail.com 

5 % INITIALIZING VARIABLES 

6 T = []; 

7 L = []; 

8 X = []; 

9 Xm = []; 

10 count = 0; 

11 % JOINING TENSORS AND CHECKING FOR NAN OR INF VALUES 

12 X = [Train;Val;Test]; 

13 for m=1:size(X,1) 

14 for n=1:size(X,2) 

15 for l=1:size(X,3) 

16 if isnan(X(m,n,l))==1 || isinf(X(m,n,l))==1 

17 X(m,n,l) = 0; 

18 count = count+1; 

19 end 

20 end 
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21 end 

22 end 

23 disp(['Your data has ', num2str(count), ' erros']); 

24 % SVD 

25 opsvd = input('SVD using mean (0) or excitation wavelenth (insert the variable) '); 

26 opsvd = double(opsvd); 

27 if opsvd == 0 

28 for m=1:size(X,1) 

29 Xm(m,:) = reshape(mean(X(m,:,:)),1,size(X,3)); 

30 end  

31 svd = svds(Xm,n); 

32 else 

33 Xm = reshape(X(:,:,opsvd),size(X,1),size(X,2)); 

34 svd = svds(Xm,n);    

35 end 

36 figure, 

37 plot(svd,'o-'); 

38 npca = input('Insert the number of components: '); 

39 npca = double(npca); 

40 % PCA 

41 for i=1:size(X,3) 

42 X1 = reshape(X(:,:,i),size(X,1),size(X,2)); 

43 [T(:,:,i),L(:,:,i)]=pca(X1,npca); 

44 end 

45 % QDA 

46 Ttrain = T(1:size(Train,1),:,:); 

47 Tval = T((size(Train,1)+1):(size(Train,1)+size(Val,1)),:,:); 

48 Ttest = T((size(Train,1)+size(Val,1)+1):end,:,:); 

49 SV = []; 

50 Etrain = []; 

51 Eval = []; 

52 Etest = []; 

53 trainsvm = []; 

54 valsvm = []; 

55 testsvm = []; 

56 for i=1:size(Train,3) 

57 Train = reshape(Ttrain(:,:,i),size(Ttrain,1),size(Ttrain,2)); 

58 Val = reshape(Tval(:,:,i),size(Tval,1),size(Tval,2)); 

59 Test = reshape(Ttest(:,:,i),size(Ttest,1),size(Ttest,2)); 

60 try 

61 [SV1,trainsvm1,valsvm1,testsvm1,Etrain1,Eval1,Etest1] = SVMcamilov2( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,'rbf',Nset ); 

62 catch Exception 

63 end 

64 SV = [SV;SV1]; 

65 trainsvm(i,:) = trainsvm1; 

66 valsvm(i,:) = valsvm1; 

67 testsvm(i,:) = testsvm1; 

68 Etrain(i,1) = Etrain1; 

69 Eval(i,1) = Eval1; 
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70 Etest(i,1) = Etest1; 

71 end 

72 clc 

73 [M,I] = min(Eval); 

74 Etrain 

75 Eval 

76 Etest 

77 trainsvm = trainsvm(I,:); 

78 valsvm = valsvm(I,:); 

79 testsvm = testsvm(I,:); 

80 disp('----------------------------------------------------'); 

81 disp('Training error:'); 

82 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Etrain(I,1))]); 

83 disp('.'); 

84 disp('Validation error:'); 

85 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Eval(I,1))]); 

86 disp('.'); 

87 disp('Test error:'); 

88 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Etest(I,1))]); 

89 end 

 

1 function [ SV,trainsvm,valsvm,testsvm,Etrain,Eval,Etest] = SVMcamilov2( 

Train,Group_Train,Val,Group_Val,Test,Group_Test,param,Nset ) 

2 ntrain = Nset(1,1); 

3 nval = Nset(2,1); 

4 ntest = Nset(3,1); 

5 szTrain = size(Train,1); 

6 szVal = size(Val,1); 

7 szTest = size(Test,1); 

8 Group_Train_SVM = Group_Train; 

9 Group_Train_SVM(find(Group_Train==1))=-1; 

10 Group_Train_SVM(find(Group_Train==2))=1; 

11 Group_Val_SVM = Group_Val; 

12 Group_Val_SVM(find(Group_Val==1))=-1; 

13 Group_Val_SVM(find(Group_Val==2))=1; 

14 Group_Test_SVM = Group_Test; 

15 Group_Test_SVM(find(Group_Test==1))=-1; 

16 Group_Test_SVM(find(Group_Test==2))=1; 

17 % 

18 % SVM calculation 

19 % 

20 svmstruct = svmtrain(Train,Group_Train_SVM,'kernel_function',param); 

21 SV = svmstruct.SupportVectors; 

22 trainsvm = svmclassify(svmstruct,Train); 

23 valsvm = svmclassify(svmstruct,Val); 

24 testsvm = svmclassify(svmstruct,Test); 

25 Itrain = trainsvm; 

26 Ival = valsvm; 
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27 Itest = testsvm; 

28 % 

29 % Error calculation 

30 % 

31 Etrain1 = abs(Itrain(1:ntrain,1)-Group_Train_SVM(1:ntrain,1)); 

32 Etrain1 = sum(Etrain1); 

33 Etrain2 = abs(Itrain((ntrain+1):end,1)-Group_Train_SVM((ntrain+1):end,1)); 

34 Etrain2 = sum(Etrain2); 

35 Etrain = (Etrain1+Etrain2)/2; 

36 Eval1 = abs(Ival(1:nval,1)-Group_Val_SVM(1:nval,1)); 

37 Eval1 = sum(Eval1); 

38 Eval2 = abs(Ival((nval+1):end,1)-Group_Val_SVM((nval+1):end,1)); 

39 Eval2 = sum(Eval2); 

40 Eval = (Eval1+Eval2)/2; 

41 Etest1 = abs(Itest(1:ntest,1)-Group_Test_SVM(1:ntest,1)); 

42 Etest1 = sum(Etest1); 

43 Etest2 = abs(Itest((ntest+1):end,1)-Group_Test_SVM((ntest+1):end,1)); 

44 Etest2 = sum(Etest2); 

45 Etest = (Etest1+Etest2)/2; 

46 % 

47 % Print results 

48 % 

49 disp('----------------------------------------------------'); 

50 disp('Training error:'); 

51 disp(['Class 1: ', num2str(Etrain1/2)]); 

52 disp(['Class 2: ', num2str(Etrain2/2)]); 

53 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Etrain)]); 

54 disp('.'); 

55 disp('Validation error:'); 

56 disp(['Class 1: ', num2str(Eval1/2)]); 

57 disp(['Class 2: ', num2str(Eval2/2)]); 

58 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Eval)]); 

59 disp('.'); 

60 disp('Test error:'); 

61 disp(['Class 1: ', num2str(Etest1/2)]); 

62 disp(['Class 2: ', num2str(Etest2/2)]); 

63 disp(['Total: ', num2str(Etest)]); 

64 end 

 

  

 


